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By 
Yuhao Kang 
Advisor: Azriel Z. Genack 
This thesis discusses wave propagation in two kinds of systems, random media and topological 
insulators. In a disordered system, the wave is randomized by multiple scattering. The scattering 
matrix and associated delay times are powerful tools with which to describe wave transport. We 
discuss the relation among the Wigner time, the transmission time, and energy density in a 
lossless or lossy system. We propose the zeros of the transmission matrix and show how to 
manipulate the zero-transmission mode in a nonunitary system. In a photonic topological 
insulator, we realize an edge mode and discuss its robustness in the face of various types of 
disorder. 
There is a powerful relation between time delay and the density of states (DOS) in a lossless 
system. The Wigner time equals the DOS in a reciprocal lossless system, which is one half the 
transmission time. It is therefore sufficient to measure the transmission matrix to obtain the DOS. 
There are two approaches to obtain the local DOS (LDOS), measuring the imaginary part of 
local Green’s function or calculating the sum of intensity when the sample is excited in all 
incoming channels with unit flux. 
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Here, we will discuss the relations between the time delay and the DOS in a nonunitary system. 
Although the dwell time no longer equals the DOS, we show using the Feshbach formalism that 
the energy excited by all incident channels can still be expressed as a superposition of Lorentzian 
lines related to the quasi-normal modes.  
Based on the connection between the scattering matrix and the Green’s function, the 
determinants of both the scattering and reflection matrices can be expressed as a ratio of zeros 
and poles. In this work, we show that the determinant of the transmission matrix can also be 
expressed in terms of zeros and poles. We find the structure of the zeros in the complex energy 
plane. In a unitary reciprocal system, the zeros of transmission either fall on the real axis in the 
energy plane or appear as conjugate pairs symmetrically disposed relative to the real axis, This 
leads to the equivalence between transmission time and DOS. Loss or gain breaks the symmetry 
of zeros of transmission. Differences between the transmission time and the DOS is related to the 
positions of zeros. This allows us to realize zero-transmission in a random system. We predict 
that the average transmission time will decrease with increasing loss because more zeros of 
transmission would be pulled into the lower half of the complex plane. 
We also study the edge mode at the interface between quantum-valley-Hall (QVH) and quantum-
spin-Hall (QSH) systems. The counterpart of the QSH effect in a photonic system is realized 
experimentally in a 2D meta-waveguide. We demonstrate valley-dependent waveguiding in a 
system in which the edge mode is endowed with both the pseudo-spin and valley degrees of 
freedom. When the edge mode couples to a cavity in the bulk, we observe in experiments that the 
reflection effect is evident. Based on the coupled-mode theory, we estimate the reflection rate 
and explain the negative transmission time. We also find the statistics of time delay and find the 
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modes of the medium in the analysis of the transmitted field and the field inside the medium in 
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Chapter 1 DOS and time delay 
1. Introduction 
There has been great progress recently in producing systems with desired electronic and 
electromagnetic properties by manipulating the zeros and poles of the scattering matrix1–7. In 
unitary systems with time-reversal symmetry, zeros and poles of the scattering matrix are 
conjugate pairs in the energy or frequency plane with respect to reflection about the real axis. 
The sum of eigenvalues of the Wigner-Smith Q-matrix of an open system is then the sum of 
resonances that are the Lorentzians with complex energies, 𝐸𝑛 − 𝑖
𝛤𝑛
2
, which gives the density of 






. Here, 𝐸𝑛 is the central energy of the n
th mode and 𝛤𝑛 is the 
linewidth of the resonance, which is equal to the rate at which energy leaks through the 
boundaries. However, when a system possesses loss with a rate 𝛾, the poles and zeros of the 
scattering matrix are displaced down by 𝑖𝛾, so that the zeros and poles are no longer conjugated 
pair9. Coherent perfect absorption (CPA) 1,6,10, in which all the energy is absorbed for a suitable 
incident wavefront, is achieved by bringing a zero to the real axis by introducing a loss 𝛾 equal 
the imaginary part of the zero in the system without dissipation. CPA is the time-reversal of 
lasing, which occurs when the pole is brought up to the real axis by adding gain of the same 
magnitude 𝛾. In a parity-time (PT) symmetric system, the symmetry of poles and zeros in the 
unitary systems is not broken, a pole and corresponding zero may hit the real axis so that lasing 
and CPA coexist10,11.  Poles can be manipulated to produce exceptional points (EPs), at which 
degenerate quasi-normal modes share the same wave pattern. EPs leads to enhancement of the 
2 
 
resonance quality factor12,13 and topological mode switching2,14. EPs in  PT symmetric systems 
have been used to realize unidirectional invisibility3,15 and intrinsic single-mode lasing7,16. 
Aside from the judicious manipulation of poles and zeros, the transport property of random 
media is another interesting topic. Wave interference in multiply scattering system can lead to 
Anderson localization. Because the amplitudes and phases associated with such time-reversed 
partial waves are identical, the amplitude for return for paths following the loop for both senses 
is twice that for a single partial wave following the loop in either direction. The probability of 
return of a particle is therefore four times that for a single path and thus twice the probability 
given by the incoherent sum of probabilities for the two partial waves of each loop. This is the 
basis of weak localization17 which reduces average transport. When the probability of return to a 
coherence volume reaches unity, the wave or wave function becomes localized. Thouless18 
argued that localization in any dimension should depend only upon the dimensionless ratio of the 
average width and spacing of energy levels, which has come to be known as the Thouless 
number, δ=δE/ΔE. Electronic levels correspond to quasi-normal modes or resonances for 
classical waves in open systems. For classical waves, the Thouless number can be expressed as 
the ratio of the width and spacing of modes, δ=δω/Δω, where ω is the angular frequency. When 
the wave is localized within the interior of a sample, the amplitude of the wave is exponentially 
small at the boundary and the mode is weakly coupled to the surrounding medium. Its lifetime is 
then long and its linewidth correspondingly narrow, so that, δE<ΔE. On the other hand when the 
wave is diffusive, modes extend throughout the medium, δE>ΔE. Thouless17 showed that for 
diffusive samples, δ is equal to the average conductance in units of the quantum of conductance 
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δ=g=G/(e2/h). For a multichannel system, the localization length can be approximated by =N, 
Here,  is the mean free path and N is the number of channels. 
2. Green’s function 
The Green’s function19 is useful for describing the scattering properties inside a scattering region 




= 𝐻𝜑. (1. 1) 
The state at time t can be expressed as  
|𝜑(𝑡)⟩ = 𝑒−𝑖𝐻𝑡|𝜑(0)⟩, (1. 2) 
and  
𝜑(𝑟, 𝑡) = ∫𝑑𝑟′⟨𝑟|𝑒−𝑖𝐻𝑡|𝑟′⟩ 𝜑(𝑟′, 0). (1. 3) 
The Green’s function can be expressed as  
𝐺(𝑟, 𝑟′, 𝑡) = ⟨𝑟|𝑒−𝑖𝐻𝑡|𝑟′⟩ =∑⟨𝑟|𝜙𝑛⟩
𝑛
⟨𝜙𝑛|𝑟′⟩𝑒
−𝑖𝐸𝑛𝑡. (1. 4) 
In the frequency domain, the Fourier transformation gives 
𝐺𝑅,𝐴(𝐸) =
1
𝐸 − 𝐻 ± 𝑖0
, (1. 5) 
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R/A indicates the retarded and advanced Green’s function, respectively. The spatial 
representation is  
𝐺𝑅(𝑟, 𝑟’, 𝐸) =∑
⟨𝑟|𝜙𝑛⟩⟨𝜙𝑛|𝑟’⟩
𝐸 − 𝐸𝑛 + 𝑖0
𝑛
. (1. 6) 









P i E H
E H i E H
= − −
− + −
, the LDOS can be expressed as the imaginary part of 




𝐼𝑚𝐺𝑅 (𝑟, 𝑟, 𝐸). (1. 8) 
This derivation implicitly supposes the system is closed so that the modes are discrete in the 
frequency domain. When the system is open or lossy so that the mode is broadened due to the 
non-Hermitian term, Eq. (1.8) still holds. This is shown as follows. 
In Eq. (1.6), 𝐸𝑛 is a pole of Green’s function. 𝐸𝑛 must be located in the lower half of the 




Figure 1-1. Relation between Green’s function and LDOS. 







































  (1.9) 






















Therefore, the LDOS can be expressed as  
𝜌(𝑟, 𝐸) = −
1
𝜋
𝐼𝑚𝐺 (𝑟, 𝑟, 𝐸). (1. 11) 
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The equation is often used as the definition of LDOS. This relation holds as long as the poles are 
all located in the lower half of the complex plane. When the pole is on the real axis, we can 
suppose it locates at 0nE i− .  
So far, the relation between the local Green’s function and the LDOS applies to open system and 
non-Hermitian system.  The relation between the Green’s function and the Hamiltonian in Eq. 




, (1. 12) 
where the effective Hamiltonian incorporates the coupling to the surroundings
†
eff inH H i WW= − and W indicates the coupling term between scattering region and the 
attached leads. Details will be discussed in section 7 based on the Feshbach formalism.  
The relation between the LDOS and the Green’s function for Maxwell’s wave equations share a 
similar pattern with Schrödinger equation. Because the Maxwell’s wave equation has a second 
derivative in time, 𝜖−1𝛻 × 𝛻 × 𝐸 = (
𝜔
𝑐




)2 rather than energy E. On the other hand, in terms of the phase variation,   has the 
same status as E. For electromagnetic waves, the LDOS is 
2




= − , which is 
slightly different from Eq. (1.11).  
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3. Scattering and transmission matrices 
The transmission matrix (TM), which is the input-output relation of a given disordered medium 
for a basis of orthonormal channels gives the fullest account of transmission; it can be directly 
measured by recording the field transmission coefficients between all inputs and outputs.  









. The transmittance can 
be expressed as the summation of the transmission eigenvalues 𝜏𝑛 of the matrix product 𝑡𝑡
†. 
 
Figure 1-2. Sketch of intensity transmission coefficient. 
Based on the Fisher-lee relation, the scattering matrix can be given by  
𝑆𝑎𝑏 = −𝛿𝑎𝑏 + 𝑖ℏ√𝑣𝑎𝑣𝑏∫𝑑𝑦𝑞 𝑑𝑦𝑝𝜒𝑎
∗(𝑦𝑞)𝐺
𝑟(𝑦𝑞 , 𝑦𝑝, 𝐸)𝜒𝑏(𝑦𝑝), (1. 13) 
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where av indicates the group velocity of the corresponding channel,  indicates the normalized 
shape of the channel, and 𝑦𝑝 and 𝑦𝑞 represent the coordinates at the input and output interface, 
respectively. 𝐺𝑟(𝑦𝑞 , 𝑦𝑝, 𝐸) is the retarded Green’s function from 𝑦𝑝 to 𝑦𝑞 at the energy E.  
 
4. Time delay in a unitary system 
This thesis deals with three times, the Wigner time, transmission time and dwell time, which is 
also defined as the integral of the energy density inside the scattering region. When a system is 
lossless, these three times are closely related: 1) the Wigner time is equivalent to the 
transmission time; 2) the difference between the Wigner and dwell times is a self-interference 
term, as was pointed out by Winful20. At high frequencies or energies, the self-interference term 
is negligible.   






 = , N is the number of channels. In a unitary 



















is imaginary and w is real. When the system contains internal loss or gain, 
the scattering matrix is no longer unitary and w becomes complex. 




 = . 




 = . In a unitary system, there is a general 
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The dwell time is defined as 2
1




 =  , /inj k m= is the flux of the incident signal, 
( )x  is the wave function of the stationary state. 
The relation between the dwell time and Wigner time can be derived by transforming the volume 




+ 𝑉 − 𝐸)𝜓 = 0, (1. 14) 




+ 𝑉 − 𝐸)
𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝐸
− 𝜓 = 0. (1. 15) 
The difference between the conjugate of Eq. (1.14) times 
𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝐸










𝛻𝜓 ∗) . (1. 16) 












. (1. 17) 





















is the self-interference term. Winful20 explains that it comes from the 
interference between the incident and reflected wave in front of the scattering region. It can be 







interference term i  is negligible. This result can be easily extended to multichannel system. In 
the following text, we suppose the energy or frequency region is high so that the 𝜏𝑖 is small. 
 
5.  Relation between the transmission time and the DOS in a lossless system 












 − −   
=     
−      
 (1.19) 
where U, W, X and V are unitary matrices.  
























) . (1. 20) 

















































) , (1. 21) 
where 𝑡 = 𝑈√𝜏𝑉† and 𝑡′ = 𝑊√𝜏𝑋†. 














) = −𝑇𝑟 (𝑊†
𝑑𝑊
𝑑𝜔






















, (1. 22) 
 where 𝑢𝑛 and 𝑣𝑛 are n
th columns of U and V.  
The transmission time for a multichannel system is 




 = . (1.23) 
Since †t U V= and   is a real diagonal matrix,  
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 argdet( ) argdet( ) argdet( )t U V= − . (1.24) 
U can be written as iHU e= , where H is a Hermitian matrix since U is unitary. 
( )det( ) det( )iH iTr HU e e= = . Since ( )Tr H is a real number, the phase derivative of det( )U can be 
written as  
 1
†
arg det( ) ( ) ( )
( log( )) ( )
( ).
d d d
U Tr H Tr H
dE dE dE
d dU
















== − . (1.26) 
Combining Eqs. (1.22~1.26) gives the transmission time in a quasi-1D system, 
𝜏𝑇 = −𝑖𝑇𝑟 (𝑈
† 𝑑𝑈
𝑑𝐸
) + 𝑖𝑇𝑟 (𝑉†
𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝐸
) = 𝜋𝜌, (1. 27)
which is the sum of eigenchannel transmission times proposed in Ref.21. 
 
6. The spectrum of the DOS 
Usually, the spectrum of the DOS can be expressed as the superposition of Lorentzian line 












. (1. 28) 
Here, 𝛤𝑛 and 𝐸𝑛 indicate the linewidth and central frequency of the mode, respectively. The 
integral over the entire frequency range for each mode is one. When 0n → , the spectrum 
becomes a series of delta functions, which correspond to the discrete eigenfrequency of the 
closed system. We will demonstrate this result using two different approaches: Green’s function 
and Wigner-Smith Q-matrix. 










































= − . It should be noticed that 
the above derivation implicitly supposes effH can be diagonalized. An exception occurs at the EP, 
at which effH is defective and its eigenvector is not complete. This degeneracy of eigenmodes 
leads to a nonlinear enhancement of the linewidth in the spectrum. At an nth order EP, the 
spectrum includes a term 
2 2
2( )












The spectrum of the DOS can also be analyzed based on Wigner matrix, whose determinant can 
















iZ and i are the zeros and poles of the scattering matrix. Thus, the Wigner time is given by 
 
2 2 2 2
ln det( ) arg(det( ))
Im( ) Im( )
.
( Re( )) Im( ) ( Re( )) Im( )
w
i i












− + − +
 
 (1.31) 





( Re( )) Im( )
,


































= = , combined with Eq. (1.32), we re-
derive the Eq. (1.28).  
 
7. The spectrum of the energy integral  
Define projection operator P and Q in the lead region and scattering region respectively, 
E E
u
P dE u u= , Q n n= . Eu  and n  indicate channel and discrete modes. 
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We have 1P Q+ = , PP P= ,QQ Q= . Following Feshbach formalism22,23 and based on
H E = , we get ( )PH Q P EP + =  and ( )PHP E P PHQQ − = − . 
Since leads support channels 
Eu , ( ) 0EPHP E u− = . The projection of field in P subspace  
 
1( ) ,E P EP E PHP PHQQ u G PHQQ u  
−= − + = +  (1.33) 
where 
1( )PG E PHP
−= − . Similarly, 
 ( )Q Q P EQ G QHPP G QHP G PHQQ u  = = + . (1.34) 
Make use of 1( )QG E QHQ
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eff E
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† 1 1 ?
1 1
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Q Q u PHQ E H E H QHP u
Tr E H E H QHP u u PHQ
Tr E H E H H H i QHQ
E E i E E i
E E











= − − − +
 










Here we suppose Im( )QHQ = is a uniform loss across the system. So that 2n  + corresponds 
to linewidth of modes in Re( )unitaryH QHQ iQHPPHQ= − . This can be seen from 
⟨𝜑𝑛𝑙|𝐻𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑦|𝜑𝑛𝑟⟩ = ⟨𝜑𝑛𝑙|𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝑖 𝐼𝑚(𝑄𝐻𝑄)|𝜑𝑛𝑟⟩ = 𝐸𝑛 − 𝑖
𝛤𝑛
2





0 2n n  =  + . The fitting of Eq. (1.37) is shown in Fig. 1-3 for a lossy system. 
When 0 = , 
2 2
2













  , this result is the same as Eq. (1.32). it 
tells us that in the unitary system, the DOS equals the dwell time, which is the intensity 
integration across the whole scattering region when all channel are injected in unit flux. An 




Figure 1-3. Fitting of intensity integral inside a lossy system. Provided by Yiming Huang24. 
 
8. Overview of transmission zeros 
Transmission is determined by the poles and zeros of the determinant of the transmission matrix 
In unitary reciprocal systems with time-reversal symmetry, the zeros are positioned 
symmetrically about the real axis in the complex energy plane and do not contribute to the 
transmission time. Internal loss or gain displace the zeros in the complex plane and lift the 
symmetry. The zeros then contribute to the transmission time, which is then no longer equal to 
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the density of states and can be negative. This can help locate zeros of transmission for use in 
sensing and switching. 
The conjugate structure of zeros and poles of the scattering matrix of unitary media leads to 
perfect coherent absorption, the time reversal of lasing. For the transmission matrix of systems 
with time time-reversal symmetry, the zeros are symmetrically disposed about the real axis in the 
complex energy plane. We show that loss or gain displaces the zeros in the complex plane. This 
can be used to make transmission vanish and leads to negative transmission times when a zero is 
pushed to the lower half of the complex plane. This has applications to sensing and switching. 
While the poles and zeros of the scattering matrix have been discussed extensively, the impact of 
the arrangement of zeros on the TM in the complex plane upon the transmission time has not 
been discussed.  
We will study the zeros of the determinant of the TM25, det( 𝑡) in systems with loss or gain and 
establish the connection between the transmission time and the DOS. When det( 𝑡) = 0, at least 
one transmission eigenvalue vanishes so that zero transmission can be realized in a multichannel 
system. In lossless systems, the transmission zeros are symmetrically arranged relative to the real 
axis. The derivative of the phase of det( 𝑡) is essentially the DOS. In a Fano resonance26,27, aside 
from a discontinuity in the phase at the point of vanishing transmission, the spectral derivative of 
the phase is still the DOS. When there is gain or loss, the symmetry of the zeros is broken, and 
the transmission time no longer gives DOS. An exception occurs in 1D PT-symmetrical systems, 
in which the transmission time equals the DOS. 
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Zeros of transmission may be found across the entire complex plane. When the zeros fall on the 
real axis when two or more resonances interfere, a Fano resonance is observed with asymmetric 
transmission about the zero at which the phase changes abruptly by -π. In a diffusive quasi-1D 
system, the transmission eigenvalues distribution in a unitary system is bimodal ∼
1
2𝜏√1−𝜏
 28. The 
peak at 𝜏 = 1 corresponds to perfect transmission29. The peak at 𝜏 → 0 suggests that nearly zero-
transmission eigenchannel may be ubiquitous in multiply scattering samples30,31. The average of 
the lowest transmission eigenvalue is exponentially small in terms of the ratio of the sample 
thickness and the mean free path, 𝑒−2𝐿/𝑙28. In practice, the smallest transmission can be taking to 
be 0. We will treat real zeros in Fano resonances and quasi-1D systems in both nonunitary and 
unitary systems. We will also consider complex zeros of transmission and show how to make use 
of the difference between the transmission time and the DOS to find the zeros of transmission in 
a billiard system connected to its surroundings with two single-channel leads. 
We will first derive the expression for det( 𝑡) in the next section and separately discuss its 
application in several configurations. 
 
9. Determinant of the transmission matrix 
The Heidelberg model is built on the connection between the scattering process and the resonant 
modes of the system. Suppose the system supports M quasi-normal modes and connect with N 
incoming and N outgoing channels. The coupling matrix 𝑊 = [𝑊1 𝑊2], where 𝑊1/2 is an 
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Usually the principal value integral is ignored. We assume the coupling matrix is independent of 
energy in the following derivation. This important approximation was mentioned previously in 
section 4 in the discussion of the self-interference term. 
Since 
1 1 1 1( ) ( )n n n m m n n m n n n m m m n n n n mA B C B A B I C A B
− − − −
        + = +
32,33, we get  
 † † 1 1 ? 1 1
1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
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 (1.42)  
The second equality makes use of Sylvester's determinant theorem 𝑑𝑒𝑡( 𝐼𝑚 + 𝐴𝑚×𝑛𝐵𝑛×𝑚) =
𝑑𝑒𝑡( 𝐼𝑛 + 𝐵𝑛×𝑚𝐴𝑚×𝑛).  
Numerator of det( )t  can be simplified as 
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To summarize, we obtain two expressions for det( )t : 
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In Appendix II, we show another approach to obtain Eq. (1.44).  
Define the numerators of det( )t  as Y in the two expressions above gives 
 † †1 2 2 2 1†
2 2
1
det( )det( 2 )in
in
Y E H i W W iW W
E H i W W
 





 †2 2 1
1
det( )det( 2 )in
in





Here, E is defined over the whole complex plane. Complex E is equivalent to a system with 
uniform loss or gain. 
2Y is ill-defined at the eigenvalues jt of inH . inH is the Hamiltonian for the closed system, which 
is Hermitian, so that the jt are real. 1Y  is the analytic continuation of 2Y , which is well-defined at 
jE t= . 
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Y E H
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  (1.47) 
For every term in the denominator of Eq. (1.47), there must be 1N − terms in the numerator to 
cancel it, otherwise, 2Y would diverge at jE t= . However, 1Y  indicates the E is well-defined 
along the whole real axis.  
The highest order of 
†
2 1det[ 2 ( ) ]iniW adj E H W− − is ( 1)M N− , the highest order of det( )inE H−
is M , therefore, the number of zeros for Eq. (1.47) is ( 1) ( 1)M N M N M N− − − = − . 
We conclude that the numerator of det( )t  can be factorized as ( )iiY E Z= − , 1i M N= −



















, where j is 
the eigenvalue of effH . This is the key result of this section. 
 
10. Zeros of the transmission matrix and the transmission time.  
For a lossless quasi-1D system with N propagating channels on both sides, the 2N×2N scattering 





r t V V
S
t r U U
 
 
 − −     
= =       
−        
, where 𝜏 is the 
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diagonal matrix of transmission eigenvalues, and U and V are unitary matrices4. The TM34–36 is 
given by 𝑡 = 𝑈√𝜏𝑉†. In 1D, the transmission time is the spectral derivative of the phase of the 
transmitted field 𝜏𝑇 =
𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑔(𝑡)
𝑑𝐸
. We generalize this relation to quasi-1D as 𝜏𝑇 =
𝑑
𝑑𝐸
argdet( 𝑡). In 
section 5, we have shown that 𝜏𝑇 = 𝜋𝜌 in a quasi-1D system without loss/gain. 
To separately consider the impact of resonant modes and zeros, we derive the relation between 
the transmission time and the DOS in terms of the Heidelberg model, in which the scattering 
matrix8,37–40 is expressed as 𝑆 =
𝐼−𝑖𝐾
𝐼+𝑖𝐾
, where 𝐾 = 𝜋𝑊†
1
𝐸−𝐻in
𝑊. Here, 𝐻in is the internal 
Hamiltonian for the scattering region and W represents the coupling matrix between the channels 
in the leads and the resonances of the medium. We treat transmission between the two leads 
connected to the system. The coupling to a system supporting M quasi-normal modes within the 
spectral range of interest can be described via the matrix 𝑊 = [𝑊1 𝑊2], where 𝑊1/2 is an 
𝑀 ×𝑁 matrix coupling the scattering region and the incoming/outgoing channels. In previous 
section 8, we obtain the expression for the determinant of the TM 







where 𝐻eff = 𝐻in − 𝑖𝜋𝑊𝑊
† is the effective Hamiltonian of the system. Similarly, transmission 
from the right to left side is det( 𝑡′) = (−2𝜋𝑖)𝑁 det( 𝐸 − 𝐻eff)











𝑊2). In a 
system without internal loss or gain, 𝐻in







𝑊2. Here E is 
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𝑊1) is real.  
Since det( 𝐸 − 𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓) = ∏ (𝐸 − 𝜆𝑛)𝑛 = ∏ (𝐸 − 𝐸𝑛 + 𝑖
𝛤𝑛
2
)𝑛 , where the 𝜆𝑛 = 𝐸𝑛 − 𝑖
𝛤𝑛
2
 are the 








𝑊1). For a unitary system, the 𝑍𝑖 are disposed symmetrically with respect to 
the real axis. The poles of det⁡(𝑡) are the same as the poles of scattering matrix. The number of 
zeros of TM is M-N.  
The transmission time, 𝜏𝑇 =
𝑑
𝑑𝐸
argdet( 𝑡), is therefore the sum of contributions from poles and 
zeros  













. (1. 49) 
In unitary reciprocal systems, the zeros are either real or form conjugate pair, the contribution of 
a conjugate pair of 𝑍𝑖 to 𝜏𝑧⁡vanishes. As a result, the transmission time is due solely to the poles, 




2𝑛 . The DOS is given by integral of imaginary part of local Green’s 
function, 𝜌 = −
1
𝜋
∫ 𝐼𝑚𝐺 (𝑟, 𝑟, 𝐸)𝑑𝑟 =
1
𝜋
𝜏𝑝, so that 𝜏𝑇 = 𝜋𝜌.  
Internal loss shifts the positions of the 𝑍𝑖 so that the contributions to 𝜏𝑧 from a pair of zeros no 
longer vanishes. For a system with uniform internal loss, 𝐻in = 𝐻0 − 𝑖𝛾, 𝛾 > 0, where 𝐻0 is the 
Hamiltonian without loss. In the presence of internal loss, the position of zeros of det( 𝑡)⁡shift 
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downward in the complex plane giving, 𝑍𝑖′ = 𝑍𝑖 − 𝑖𝛾. For a conjugate pair of zeros in a unitary 
medium, 𝑍=R± 𝑖𝐼, the corresponding zeros for the nonunitary system would be 𝑍′=R + 𝑖(±𝐼 −







local extreme value of 𝜏𝑧⁡is at 𝐸 = 𝑅, with value 𝜏𝑧 =
2𝛾
𝐼2−𝛾2
. In a lossy system, 𝛾 > 0, if the local 
extreme of 𝜏𝑧 is positive, the zeros are still on both sides of the real axis. However, if the extreme 
value of  𝜏𝑧 is negative, the zero in the upper half of the complex plane will have shifted to the 
lower half so that both zeros are below the real axis. When Z is close to the real axis, the impact 
of the zeros becomes evident since 𝜏𝑧~𝛾
−1 and there is a sharp line in transmission due to the 




To illustrate the impact of the zeros, we choose a 3×3 internal Hamiltonian Hin and 3×2 coupling 
matrix W as shown in Fig. 1-4a. In the lossless system, Hin=[1 -1 1.5;-1 2 1;1.5 1 3] and W=[0.1 -
0.5;0.25 0.3;0.1 -0.5]/√𝜋; in lossy system,⁡𝛾 = 0.2, 𝐻′𝑖𝑛 = 𝐻𝑖𝑛 − 𝑖𝛾. This simple model has 
three modes and two zeros, as shown in Fig 1-4a. The numerator and denominator of Eq. (1.48) 
give zeros and poles. When the system has no loss,  𝜏𝑧 is zero. Moderate loss shifts the zeros and 
poles down by the same amount. The motion of the zeros produces a peak in 𝜏𝑧 at the energy of 
the real part of the zeros and causes spectra of transmission time 𝜏𝑇 and 𝜏𝑝 = 𝜋𝜌 to differ. The 




Figure 1-4. Zeros and poles and their impact on transmission. (a) Zeros and poles without and 
with loss. (b, c) Spectra of transmission time, 𝜏𝑝 and 𝜏𝑧 with and without loss. 
 
We note that even though the non-resonant part contributes to the transmission, for instance, in 
the interference between a coherent wave and a resonant mode, Eq. (1.42) still works, the 
derivation is shown in section 13. 
In general, 𝜏𝑧 does not vanish in systems with loss and gain. However, it can vanish in a 1D PT-








], where 𝑏 = −𝑖𝑟′/𝑡, the phase difference between reflection from two sides is 0 or 
π11,41. The Wigner time 𝜏𝑤 = −𝑖
𝜕
𝜕𝐸
ln det (𝑆) = 2
𝜕𝜑𝑡
𝜕𝐸





2𝑛  since poles and zeros of the scattering matrix form conjugate pairs in PT-








11. Fano resonance in a double-mode system 
We now apply the results above to specific structures. First, we consider a 1D-structure42 
consisting of two crystals with different topology shown in Fig. 1-6a. The system supports two 
topological edge modes with different symmetry. The even (odd) mode is symmetric 
(antisymmetric) relative to the horizontal central line. The field profile at the frequency of 
maximum excitation of these two modes obtained in COMSOL simulations for a signal that is 
injected from the left is shown in Fig. 1-6a. The height is 14.2 cm, and the length of each unit 
cell is 18.42 cm. The distance between two rods within the unit cell of the left (right) crystal is 
6.22 cm (12.2 cm). To excite the odd mode, the array of rods is shifted up 1.8 cm. 
The variation of phase can be understood from a plot of the trajectory of the transmitted field in 
the complex plane in which the frequency is scanned through the entire range. Based on the 
biorthogonal basis of 𝐻eff, 𝐻eff|𝜓𝑛𝑟⟩ = (𝐸𝑛 − 𝑖
𝛤𝑛
2




𝑆 = 𝐼 − 2𝑖𝑊†
1
𝐸−𝐻𝑒𝑓𝑓










𝑛=1,2 = ∑ 𝑎𝑛
−2𝑖
𝛿𝑛+𝑖
𝑛=1,2 , where 𝑎𝑛 = 2𝑊2










− 1 is a unit circle with its center shifted one unit to the left of 
the origin in the complex plane, as shown in Fig.1-5a. The origin point is a singularity, start from 
origin point and along the counter-clockwise direction, E will scan from -∞ to +∞. The 
coefficient na will rotate and zoom the circle around origin. For any point X in the circle, the 
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 , then nE E , vice versa. 
In the case of two modes, transmission is the superposition of two circles A and B, who share the 
same singularity. To find the possible zero-transmission point, we first rotate circle B around 
origin 180 degree to circle C. There are three possible conditions in Fig.1-5b-d: 1)  circle A is 
tangent to circle C, 2) circle A intersects with C and two circle centers are at the same side of the 
common chord, 3) circle A intersects with C and two circle center are at different sides of the 
common chord. The relative position two circles determine the relative position of zero-
transmission point compared with the central frequency of two modes. In case 2, /
2
A C must be 
smaller or larger than 
2

at the same time. Fig.1-5c shows the condition that /
2 2
A C  . The 
mirror reflection of this figure corresponds to /
2 2
A C  . As a result, in case 2, the zero-
transmission point falls outside of the range between central frequency of two modes. In case 3, 







C , so that the zero-transmission point falls inside 
the range between two modes. 
For a system with two modes, the total transmitted field is the superposition of the fields 
associated with the juxtaposition of two circles shown in Fig. 1-6b.  
In the system without loss, the phase jumps by -π phase at a frequency near 1.326 GHz due to a 
Fano resonance (Fig. 1-6c). The trajectory of t goes through the origin in Fig. 1-6b at which the 
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field vanishes. Away from the origin, the transmission time is a superposition of two Lorentzian 
lines. When loss due to 𝜖 = 11.7 − 0.005𝑖 of the scatters is introduced, the point of zero-
transmission disappears, and the transmission time becomes negative near the frequency of zero-
transmission in the unitary system. The broadening caused by loss is 𝛾 = 2.4 × 10−4⁡GHz, the 
zero is at the real value 𝑍 = 1.3263⁡GHz. The spectrum of the transmission time obtained in 
COMSOL simulations is well fit using this model with 𝜏𝑧 =
−𝛾
(𝐸−𝑅𝑒(𝑍))2+𝛾2
, as shown in right 
panel of Fig. 1-6d. 
 
Figure 1-5. Complex representation of a single mode and of interference between two modes. 




The modes of the system are found by analyzing the transmission spectrum as the Fourier 
transformation of the time signal, via the harmonic inversion method43,44, 𝐶(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑑𝑛𝑒
−𝑖𝛺𝑛𝑡
𝑛 , 
where 𝛺𝑛 = 𝜔𝑛 − 𝑖
𝛤𝑛
2
 is the central frequency of mode. Based on the harmonic inversion of the 
spectrum of the transmitted field, the complex central frequencies of the modes are 1.3244 −
7.73 × 10−5𝑖⁡GHz and  1.3112 − 4.98 × 10−4𝑖⁡GHz in unitary system. With loss, the 
corresponding central frequencies becomes 1.3244 − 3.13 × 10−4𝑖⁡GHz and 1.3112 −




Figure 1-6. Double-mode system. (a) Structure of Ref.42. The dashed line is the boundary 
between the two crystals. Blue circles indicate scatterers with permittivity 𝜖 = 11.7 for (c) and 
𝜖 = 11.7 − 0.005𝑖 for (d). The two field profiles are at 1.311 GHz and 1.324 GHz, respectively, 
where the even and odd modes dominate transmission. (b) Complex representation of the 
trajectory of the transmitted field for the unitary (blue) and lossy (yellow) sample. The right 
figure is a zoom-in of the left figure near the origin. The red dot indicates the origin. (c, d) 
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Transmission and phase variation in the unitary and lossy systems, respectively. The 
corresponding spectra for the transmission time are shown in right panel.  
 
12. Quasi-1D random medium 
We simulate a quasi-1D system based on the tight-binding modal. The system is connected to 
two leads on the left and right sides inside of which the onsite energy is 4. Each of the leads 
supports five propagating channels. The onsite energy within the scattering region is randomly 
distributed over [4-w,4+w] with strength of disorder w=1.1. The nearest neighbor hopping is -1. 
Figure 1-7a shows the intensity profile of the perfectly transmitted eigenchannel and a zero-
transmission eigenchannel. Figure 1-7b shows the spectrum of the five transmission eigenvalues. 
There are two dips in the smallest transmission eigenvalue indicating the proximity to two zeros 
of det( 𝑡). In the lossless case, 𝜏𝑇 and 𝜏𝑝 overlap as shown in Fig. 1-7c. With uniform internal 
loss of 𝛾 = 0.002, the Hamiltonian becomes 𝐻 = 𝐻0 − 𝑖𝛾, where 𝐻0 is the Hamiltonian in 
unitary system, we observe a clear difference between 𝜏𝑇 and 𝜏𝑝, which gives the spectrum of 𝜏𝑧. 
𝜏𝑝 is calculated by integrating the imaginary part of the local Green’s function 𝜏𝑝 =
−∫ 𝐼𝑚𝐺 (𝑟, 𝑟, 𝐸)𝑑𝑟. 𝜏𝑧 dips at the dip in the transmission eigenvalue. Because 𝜏𝑧 =
−𝛾
(𝐸−𝑅𝑒(𝑍))2+𝛾2
, the dip at Re(Z) has depth 𝜏𝑧 = −𝛾
−1 = −500, as seen in Fig. 1-7d. In the lossy 
case, the corresponding spectrum of transmission eigenvalue is shown in the inset of Fig. 1-7b. 
The transmission at the two dips increases since the loss moves the zeros away from the real 




Figure 1-7. Transmission time in a random quasi-1d sample. The system supports 5 channels in 
the energy range of the simulation. The length is 60 and width is 20. (a) Intensity profile for the 
perfect transmission eigenchannel at E=0.735 (red circle in Fig. b) and the eigenchannel with 
zero transmission at E=0.7064 (blue square in Fig. b). Colorbar is linear for the first pattern and 
on a logarithmic scale for the second pattern. (b) Spectra of the five transmission eigenvalues on 
a logarithmic scale. Two dips appear at E=0.7064 and 0.7298. Inset is the spectra of transmission 
eigenvalue when on-site-loss 𝛾 = 0.002 is added. (c, d) The comparisons between 𝜏𝑇 (blue 
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curve) and 𝜏𝑝 (red curve) in the lossless and lossy systems with 𝛾 = 0.002. The black curve 
shows 𝜏𝑧= 𝜏𝑇 − 𝜏𝑝.  
 
13. Billiard 
We consider a lossy billiard with reflecting disks coupled to its surroundings via two channels. 
The permittivity outside the disks is 𝜖 = 1 − 5 × 10−4𝑖. The modes are extracted by the method 
of harmonic inversion. The fit of a sum of modes to spectra of flux and phase of transmission in 
the leads supporting a single transverse mode is shown in Fig. 1-8b. The spectrum of 𝜏𝑝 shown 
in Fig. 1-8c is the sum of Lorentzian lines associated with poles. 𝜏𝑇 is the transmission time 
obtained in simulations. The difference between these terms gives 𝜏𝑧, shown in Fig. 1-8d. A 
narrow peak in 𝜏𝑧⁡indicated by the red circle shows that one of a pair of zeros is slightly above 
the real axis. The dips in the spectrum indicates that all other zeros in this frequency range are 
below the real axis. To reach a point of zero transmission, we add loss to shift the zero indicated 
by the red circle to the real axis. The position of the zeros, can be determined from the peak 
value of 𝜏𝑧, which can be expressed as 𝜏𝑧 =
2𝛾
𝐼𝑚(𝑍)2−𝛾2
. Thus, we can obtain Im(𝑍) =
0.0098⁡GHz at frequency 𝑓 = 18.21⁡GHz. Since 𝜖−1𝛻 × 𝛻 × 𝐸 = (
𝜔
𝑐
)2𝐸, and Re(𝜖) = 1 in the 












Figure 1-8. Transmission spectrum in a lossy billiard. (a) Schematic of billiard. The permittivity 
in the system is 𝜖 = 1 − 5 × 10−4𝑖. The sample length is 20 cm and its width is 10 cm. The 
leads have a width of 1 cm. (b) The blue and red curves are the transmission and phase, 
respectively. COMSOL simulations are shown as the dots, while the fitting using harmonic 
inversion is shown as the continuous curve. (c) Spectra of the transmission time and 𝜏𝑝. 𝜏𝑝 is 
calculated as the sum of Lorentzian lines of the modes extracted from harmonic inversion in (b). 
(d) Spectrum of 𝜏𝑧 obtained from the difference between 𝜏𝑇 and 𝜏𝑝 in (c). The peak indicated by 
the red circle at 18.215 GHz and 19.5 ns indicates that one zero is still above the real axis. Four 




To show that this level of loss brings the transmission through a zero at a real frequency, we vary 
the strength of loss and compare the corresponding transmission. The transmission decreases 
with increasing loss until the point  Im(𝜖) = −1.1 × 10−3 at which the transmission vanishes, as 
seen in Fig. 1-9a. After that, the zeros continue to move down away from the real axis and 






Figure 1-9. (a) Transmission spectra for different values of loss and Re(𝜖) = 1. One zero hits the 
real axis when Im(𝜖) = −1.1 × 10−3 at a frequency of 18.216 GHz. (b) Energy flow and field 





14. Interference between a single mode and a continuum  
The Heidelberg model only considers the contribution of resonances. But in systems in which 
waveguides are coupled along their length to localized modes, transmission includes a direct path 
not associated with the resonances of the medium. We consider a spectral region in which 
transmission is due to a single isolated mode and a slowly varying background. Suppose the 
complex frequency of the mode is 𝐸0 − 𝑖
𝛤
2
, where 𝛤 = 𝛤1 + 𝛤2 + 𝛤𝑎, 𝛤1 (𝛤2) is the linewidth due 
to the coupling of the mode to left (right) lead and 𝛤a is due to loss or gain and is positive 
(negative) when the system possesses loss (gain). Based on coupled mode theory46, the 





𝑒𝑖(𝜑+𝜑𝑏), where b represents the 
background field and the second term on the right is the contribution of the resonance. 𝜑 is the 
difference between the phases of the resonance and background, 𝜑𝑏 is the phase of background 




 contributes to the time delay. 
The expression for 𝜑 is given in Ref.47, 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 = −
(𝛤1+𝛤2)𝑏
2√𝛤1𝛤2























(𝐸 − 𝐸0 − 𝛥𝐸)
2 + (𝛤𝑎/2)
2




is the sum of a term due to the mode 𝜏p and an additional term. The additional term is 
proportional to the loss/gain strength. We will show the additional term is exactly equal to 𝜏𝑧 in 
Eq. (1.49) in the previous section.  


















When 𝛤a = 0, 𝜏𝑇 equals πρ. The resultant Fano resonance exhibits an abrupt phase jump of −𝜋. 
But, aside from this singularity, the phase derivative is still a sum of Lorentzian functions.  We 
can estimate the relative impact of the zeros term in Eq. (1.50) from the ratio of  
𝜏z
𝜏p
  at the energy 















, where 𝛿 =
𝐸−𝐸0
𝛤/2






















. q is the asymmetry 
factor of the Fano resonance in a unitary system. When |𝑞|2 <
|𝛤𝑎|
𝛤




𝑞 is close to the central frequency of the mode 𝐸0. In this case, 𝜏𝑇 < 0. This 
simple model shows that the transmission time can be negative in systems with internal loss 








15. Conclusions   
We have obtained a general relation between the transmission time and DOS in a non-unitary 
system. We explore the impact on the transmission time of transmission zeros in the complex 
energy plane. In lossless systems, the zeros are symmetrically distributed about the real axis and 
the transmission time is determined by the poles with 𝜏𝑇 = 𝜋𝜌. The movement of zeros in lossy 
systems explains the negative transmission time in Fano resonances and quasi-1D systems. By 
tuning the position of the zeros, transmission can be completely suppressed. This can be useful 
as a switch with high dynamic range. CPA has been realized experimentally in a disordered 
medium so that a suitably tuned incoming wave can be totally absorbed5. A similar approach 
may also be used to realize the zero-transmission phenomenon. This work has covered the square 
TM. Systems connected with difference number of channels on two sides, such as a horn 
structure, wait for further discussions. 
Since the loss can pull zeros of transmission down to the lower half complex plane, a direct 
consequence is that the average of transmission time in lossy system will decrease with the 
increasing of strength of loss, as shown in Fig. 1-10. By calculating the effect of loss on average 
transmission time, we can estimate the distribution of zeros of transmission matrix across the 










Chapter 2 Modal decomposition of spectrum with coherent background 
 
In this chapter, we focus on the spectrum decomposition of a topological system, which supports 
the topological protected edge mode across the whole bandgap. Because of the robust edge 
mode, the transmission spectrum is different from the spectrum in the random media, as shown 
in Fig. 2-1. We will also discuss the relation between dwell time and transmission time in this 
system.  
In section 1, we recap the method of mode decomposition for the complex field. Starting from 
section 2, the field decomposition of TI system, which possess a coherent term due to the edge 
mode, will be discussed.  
1. Harmonic inversion method 
The transmitted field can be expressed as superposition of modes  
𝑡(𝐸) =∑
𝑑𝑛
𝐸 − 𝐸𝑛 + 𝑖
𝛤𝑛
2𝑛






− represents the complex central energy of the corresponding mode. This 






. (2. 2) 
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The target of this method is to extract the coefficient 𝑑𝑛 before each mode and their central 
energy and linewidth. This section is a short summary of Harmonic inversion method based on 
Refs. [48]. 
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. . (2.4) 
The coefficients of these two polynomials P and Q can be calculated through 
1
M
n k n k
k
c a c +
=
= , 
0 ~ 1n M= −  and 
0
M m






=  , 1~n M= . These two relations are obtained through Eq. 
(2.3). M the number of modes we estimate inside the system. Different setting of M can give 
different fitting.  
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2. Transmission and phase spectra in topological insulators 
Here, we consider a quasi-1d system following the Haldane model and generalize the idea of 
eigenchannel time delay to the topological system. Eigenchannel time delay indicates the excited 
density of states for the configuration and relates to the intensity integral inside the system. 
Taking advantage of this property, we point out a practical way to extract the central frequency 
and linewidth of localized modes excited in the topological system. This work links the 
fluctuation of time delay to the strength of disorder and discusses the scaling of time delay49. 
Disorder creates quasi-normal modes inside the bulk region, which interact with the edge mode 
and govern the propagation of the edge mode. In a trivial system, the ratio of the average width 
and spacing in the energy of modes, known as the Thouless number, δ=δω/Δω, equals the 
dimensionless conductance or transmittance of the system. In the following text, we use ω to 
indicate the angular frequency in the photonic system or energy in the electronic system. When 
the configuration is strongly localized, the first transmission eigenchannel is strongly correlated 
with resonant localized modes50. The quasi-normal mode51–53 can be described by the complex 
energy 𝜔 − 𝑖
Γ
2
, with central energy 𝜔 and linewidth Γ. When the sample is localized or in the 
crossover to localization, the spectrum of transmission can be approximated as the superposition 
of Lorentzian lines. The central frequency and linewidth of the quasi-normal modes can be 
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estimated from these resonant peaks. The underlying quasi-normal modes can also be found from 
the modal decomposition of the complex field using the method of harmonic inversion48.  
However, in a TI system, the presence of robust edge mode erases the resonant peak of the 
transmission spectrum. This property presents a challenge to the goal of uncovering the modes of 
the medium, which interact with the edge channel. Here, we simulate propagation in a 
honeycomb lattice with Hamiltonian54 † † †
ii i i j i SO ij j
i ij ij
H c c c tc c i c  = + +   , where 
† ( )i ic c
denotes the creation (annihilation) operation at the ith site, the onsite energy i is uniformly 
distributed within –W/2 and W/2, t =1 is the hopping between nearest sites 〈𝑖𝑗〉, SO is the spin-
orbit coupling strength and 𝜈𝑖𝑗 = (?̂?1 × ?̂?2)/|?̂?1 × ?̂?2|, where ?̂?1 and ?̂?2 are two nearest 
neighbor bonds connecting the next-nearest-neighbor 〈〈𝑖𝑗〉〉. As shown in Fig. 2-1a, the scattering 
region is attached to two semi-infinite pristine leads. The lattice constant is 1. The upper/lower 
boundary supports a right/left-moving edge state. Simulations are carried out using an open-
source package Kwant45.  
We first inject energy along the upper boundary and measure the signal at the right-hand side of 
the sample. Due to the finite transverse dimension of the system, excited modes in the medium 
can couple to the edge mode at the lower edge, which causes a drop of transmission. A plot of a 
typical Green’s function between the input and output at the upper boundary is shown in Fig. 2-
1b. The magnitude is given by the blue curve and the phase by the red curve. The magnitude is a 
linear baseline with many dips. The wave amplitude in the interior for the three energy points in 
the flat region of the Green’s function are similar, as shown in Figs. 2-1(d-f). Line resonances are 
excited along the boundary so that the effective continuum state is the combination of the edge 
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mode and these resonances. The resultant continuum state is not necessarily confined to the 
boundary. For example, in the circled region of Figs. 2-1(e, f), a number of cavity modes are 
excited far from the upper boundary, over a large energy range. Fig.2-1g shows a case that a 
localized mode is excited in the middle of the sample. This cavity mode bridges the two 
boundary layers and causes a sharp dip in the spectrum. Each dip corresponds to the excitation of 
a localized mode. 
 
Figure 2-1. Numerical simulation of disordered Haldane model. (a) Tight binding structure. The 
red region at the ends of the sample are two pristine leads. (b) The amplitude of the transmitted 
field at the output in the upper boundary. The blue curve gives the magnitude of the field, and the 
red curve gives the corresponding phase. (d-g) The intensity distribution at four frequency points 




The transmitted field can be expressed by the superposition of quasi-normal modes53
0








 , where 0E  is the slowly-varied background due to the continuum 
state, n and n are the central frequency and linewidth of the n
th discrete mode respectively. The 
second term is a resonant term, which describes the contribution of localized modes inside the 
bulk region. 
Generally, it is difficult to accurately determine the continuum term E0. It consists of two parts: 
the edge mode in the clean system; the disordered states created near the boundary, which form 
broad resonance due to the coupling to the edge mode. As a result, E0 is a normalized edge term, 
including the effect of disorder. Within a narrow frequency range, this edge term can be 
approximated by the linear fitting.  
We focus on the spectrum within the red circle in Fig.2-1b and replot it in Fig. 2-2a. The thick 
curve shows the transmitted signal. When the frequency is tuned through a spectrally isolated 
cavity mode, the phase increases by 2π. However, this phase change is π in random media. This 
2π-phase change can be understood by the complex representation of the field in the inset of 
Fig.2-2a. The edge term E0 makes the curve of complex field encircle the original point. When 
the frequency is tuned though this circle, phase change would be 2π.  
To estimate the contribution of the edge term, we fit the magnitude and phase of E0 and plot as 
the thin line in Fig. 2-2a. The edge mode is a slowly varied background. Over a broad frequency 
range relative to the discrete mode, the speckle pattern of edge mode in the interior of the sample 
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does not change, so does the delay time of the edge mode, which equals the integral of intensity 
inside the medium. As a result, aside from the region near the resonant frequency, the slope of 
the phase spectrum, which is the dwell time of the edge channel, is nearly constant, as can be 
seen in Fig.2-1b.  To determine the phase of E0, we first choose a region without the interruption 
of a cavity mode and fit a line to the phase variation θ. The slope of θ indicates the dwell time of 
the continuum state E0, which is not the ballistic time delay. For example, the ballistic time delay 
of this sample is 967.2, while the fitted slope is 744.2. The magnitude of E0 can be obtained 
through a linear interpolation of the baseline shown in Fig. 2-2a. Removing the contribution of 
the continuum term E0, we plot the remaining resonant term in Fig.2-2b and fit this spectrum 
using the method of harmonic inversion. Fig. 2-2c shows the contribution of each mode 
separately. The asymmetrical shape in Fig.2-2b indicates the Fano interference between the 
narrow and broad modes.  
 
Figure 2-2. Field decomposition. a) Zoom-in of region circled in red in Fig.2-1b. The curve made 
up of circles represents the transmitted field, and the thin line means the fitted edge-mode term 
E0. b) The red dotted line is the intensity of E-E0, the blue line is determined by the fit to modes 
found using harmonic inversion. c) The contribution of each mode
2| |
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3. Energy density and time delay 
The applicable range of the field decomposition is limited. The distribution of energy density and 
the associated dwell time of continuum state will change over a large frequency range, so that the 
estimation of the phase of E0 requires a changing background dwell time. The limitation of the 
spectral decomposition of the transmitted signal raises the problem of how to effectively extract 
the central frequency and linewidth of quasi-normal modes inside the system. To address this 
question, we consider the density of states (DOS) and the delay time of the system. DOS can be 















. Its elements are the field transmission coefficients between all incident and outgoing 
channels. The transmission matrix t is the submatrix of the scattering matrix and gives the fullest 
account of transmission. The transmittance can be expressed as the sum of the transmission 
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). We use 
un and vn to denote the nth column of matrices U and V. The transmission time of the nth 
eigenchannel55 is defined as † †n
1
( )n nn n
du dvd
u v
d i d d

  














 is equal to π times the contribution of the nth 
eigenchannel to the DOS.  
So far, the DOS is derived from the transmission matrix, which is based on the orthogonal 
channels supported by the lead. We can also construct the matrix of retarded Green’s function 
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( , )Rqp q pG y y in real space, p/q indicates the incident and outgoing lead, qy and py are the 
transverse coordinates at the two leads. Gqp can be directly measured by recording the field 
transmission coefficients when the source and detector are scanned through all inputs and 
outputs. Fisher-Lee relation connects the Green’s function matrix and transmission matrix,
† ( ) ( , ) ( )Rnm n m n q qp q p m p q pt i v v y G y y y dy dy  =   . n and nv denote the normalized shape and 
group velocity of the nth channel in the lead. Similarly, we can calculate the SVD of the Green’s 
function 𝐺 = 𝑈𝐺Λ𝐺𝑉𝐺
†












), where Gnu and Gnv denote 
the nth column of matrices UG and VG. Because t and G are not unitarily equivalent, for the 


















). So, the total DOS can be calculated from either method. 
When the system only supports single channel in the lead, we can use Green’s function G to 
directly obtain the first eigenchannel time delay, which is equivalent to the total DOS divided by 
π. 
The eigenchannel time delay is also related to the energy deposited inside the system. In the 
following discussion, we omit the subscript n since the system only supports a single input 
channel. We first consider a disordered trivial system attached to two single-channel leads in Fig. 
2-3a. As shown in Fig.2-3b, eigenchannel time delay equals the average of the integral of the 






∫(𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 + 𝐼𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)𝑑𝐴. The inset in 




Figure 2-3. Eigenchannel time delay in a random media system. a) The structure of a trivial 
system and a speckle pattern. Wlead=6 so that lead only supports single channel, W=20, L=400. 
b) The red curve is the eigenchannel time delay. The blue curve is the sum of the intensity 
integral for a wave coming from both sides divided by 2. The inset shows the transmission 
spectrum. 
 
To generalize the relationship between time delay and intensity integral to a TI, we consider two 
scenarios: 1) the edge modes at the upper and lower boundary are not coupled by the disordered 
modes inside the bulk, and 2) the bandgap is partially washed out and the two boundary edge 
modes are coupled,  due to strong disorder or finite transversal dimension of the sample. 
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In the first case, the upper boundary can be treated as an isolated region with one incident 
channel on the left and one outgoing channel on the right. Transmission is near unity. The 
transmission matrix from the left side becomes the whole scattering matrix for the upper region. 





. In a reciprocal system, 
this prefactor should be 
1
𝜋
. We simulate a system with weak disorder strength W=1.6.  In Fig.2-
4a, we compare  
𝑑𝜃
𝑑𝜔
 with the integral of intensity excited from the left side ∫ 𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡𝑑𝐴 in the unit 
of 2π. 
When transmission is unity, these two quantities match well. Around ω=0.3965, there is a small 
mismatch in Fig.2-4b. We plot the speckle pattern at this frequency in Fig.2-4c, at which a mode 
is excited near the lower boundary and the wave is scattered back at the lower edge of the sample 






= , which shows this resonance couples to the lower boundary. When the upper and 





 represents the DOS for the edge modes from one side as 
well as the excited bulk modes. This property facilitates the extraction of the complex energy of 




Figure 2-4. Eigenchannel time delay in the Haldane model. Width=60, length=200, W=1.6. (a) 
The red curve is the time delay and the blue line is the intensity integral when the wave is 
injected from the left. The transmission (blue) and reflection (red) spectra are shown in the lower 
panel. (b) Zoom-in of (a) in the region indicated by an arrow. (c) The intensity distribution at 
0.3965. A mode in the red circle is excited and causes reflection. The corresponding reflection 
spectrum is shown in d). 


















𝑛 . (2. 6) 
The first term denotes the density of the edge channel, which can be approximated as a constant 
term over a broad range. The second term describes the contribution of quasi-normal modes, 
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which would be delta-functions in a closed system. In practice, there are also some modes that 
are outside the frequency range studied, their contribution would be small and vary slowly with 
frequency. This can be handled with a slowly varying polynomial term. 
We use Eq. (2.6) to fit a fraction of the time delay spectrum in Fig. 2-4a and display the 
decomposition result in Fig.2-5. The green curves show the contribution of each of the modes. 
This fitting is based on an open-source peak-fitting program59. The peak in the time delay is 
associated with the resonance of the cavity mode.  
 
Figure 2-5. Lorentzian decomposition of the time delay. The red dotted curve is the time delay 
and the blue line is the fit of Eq. (2.6) to the time delay. The greens curves are the contribution of 
individual modes. There is a constant background of around 200 due to the edge channel and 
modes outside of this frequency range that is not shown. 
The central frequency and linewidth of the modes can be retrieved from the spectral 
decomposition of the time delay. In this simulation, the peak is ~104 and the background is ~102. 
The edge term 𝜌0(𝜔) in Eq. (2.6) can be ignored in the application and will not affect the fitting 
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of the frequency and linewidth of mode. This method works over a broad frequency range and 
does not require an accurate estimation of the edge mode term. 
In addition, we consider the case in which the upper and lower edge modes are coupled. When 
the reflection is not negligible, the wave coming in from the right needs to be included. In Fig.2-
6, we compare the sum of transmission time from both sides with the intensity integral excited 






= ∫(𝐼𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 + 𝐼𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡)𝑑𝐴, these two expression are in good agreement. 
 
Figure 2-6. The time delay spectrum in a strongly disordered configuration. Width=60, 
length=200, W=2. The blue dotted curve is the sum of the time delays from both sides. The red 




4. Impact of disorder 
 
Figure 2-7. Scaling and statistics of time delay. (a) The scaling of time delays relative to sample 
length and disorder strength. The width of system is 60. (b) Probability density function of 
normalized time delay in three disordered cases. Length is fixed at 100. 
 
In real applications, when the sample is wide, or the fabrication defect is small, eigenchannel 
time delay is enough to represent the integral of intensity in the medium. We compare the scaling 
and statistics of the delay time in the sample with different disorder strengths. Time delay is 
normalized by the ballistic time in the clean sample. Figure 2-7a shows the scaling of the average 
time delay for different strengths of the disorder. When the sample is short, the delay time is 
close to the ballistic time. In this case, the configuration cannot support long-lived modes in the 
cavity since the wave can couple out through the leads, and so the modes are broad. As the 
sample length increases, the normalized time delay increases and finally saturates. The time 
delay is proportional to the area of the scattering region, which is determined by the decay length 
of the edge mode into the disordered region. Thus, this saturation ratio indicates the transverse 
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extent of the wave. In Fig. 2-7b, we plot the probability density distribution of time delay for the 
three disorder strengths at a length L=100. When the disorder is weak, the time delay is sharply 
peaked near the ballistic time. For stronger disorder, the distribution of time delay broadens and 
the average time delay increases. 
The time delay also depends upon the sample width. When the sample is wide, there are more 
modes that can be excited by the edge channel. However, there is a sample width above which 
the time delay does not increase. This width threshold gives the maximum coupling strength of 
the edge channel. 
 
 
Figure 2-8. Impact of disorder strength. a) xn in the cases of various disorder strength W= 
1/1.2/1.6/2/3/4/6. b) Average of logarithm of wave function along transverse direction with 
different W. c) The variation of DOS and Bott index with the increasing of disorder strength W. 
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d) The variation of xn with the increasing of sample length. This concave behavior indicates the 
longer localization length of edge mode relative to the bulk modes. e-g) The variation of 
distribution of x1-x17 with the increasing of disorder strength. At the end, it recovers to the 
crystallization case. Inset of g) shows the Wigner distribution of spacing of xn (n=1~9).  
 
The distribution of transmission eigenvalue can be described by 𝜏𝑛 = 1/ 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ
2 𝑥𝑛. Figure 2-8 
shows the variation of xn with different strength of disorder. With weak disorder, xn is concave at 
first. With the increasing of disorder strength, it goes back to straight line. The effect of disorder 
on DOS is shown in Fig. 2-8c. When disorder strength W is beyond 3, the DOS is nearly 
saturated, which indicated the scattering region is expanded to the whole sample. 
 
 
Figure 2-9. Distribution of time delay. (a) Long tail distribution of eigenchannel time delay, blue 
and red region indicate first and second eigenchannel, respectively. The yellow dashed line is 
theoretical distribution for 1D strongly localized system, 𝑃(𝑡) =
𝜆
2𝑡2
𝑒−𝜆/2𝑡, 𝜆 is inverse 
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localization length. (b) Distribution of measured time delay. (c) Positive correlation between 
transmitted time delay and transmittance.  
 
The distribution of time delay for the edge mode in the presence of disorder in the SO coupling is 
shown in Fig. 2-9. Numerical calculations are carried out for 20 frequency points in 2000 
random sample configurations at energies in the range [0.4, 0.45]. As shown in Fig. 2-9a, 
probability distribution of time delay t is peaked at the ballistic time t0 and displays a long-tail at 
longer times. Here, 𝑡0 =
𝑙
𝑣𝑔
, l is the channel length, and 𝑣𝑔 =
𝜕𝜔
𝜕𝑘
, is the group velocity of edge 
mode. The inset presents the same data on a logarithmic scale. P(t) shows an algebraic tail with 
exponent -2.18. In contrast, the tail of the distribution in time delay in the strongly localized 1D 
sample decays as P(t)~1/t2. The distribution of transmittance along the edge is sharply peaked 
around the minimum value of unity, as shown in Fig. 2-9c. This shows that the edge mode is not 
localized by disorder. The scatterplot in Fig. 2-9c shows a positive correlation between the time 
delay and transmission. The points are concentrated around region with unity transmittance and 
t0 time delay. Higher values of transmittance involve bulk modes. This lengthens the trajectory 
and increase the time delay. Measurements of the distribution of delay times inside the bulk 





We calculate the time delay of a disordered topological insulator confined as a quasi-one-
dimensional strip based on the tight-binding model. Two approaches, the field decomposition 
and time delay decomposition, are tested to extract the complex energy of the discrete modes in 
the presence of the edge mode. The previous discussion of time delay and DOS are mainly based 
on the scattering matrix, we show here that the spatial matrix of Green’s function between the 
output and input can be directly used to calculate the DOS. This facilitates the calculation of 
DOS because it is easier to obtain the Green’s function, in measurements and numerical 
simulation such as recursive Green’s function method. When the modal overlap is small, the 
transmitted field can be decomposed into a superposition of discrete modes and the edge 
channel. This decomposition is possible even though transmission is dominated by robust 
transmission in the edge state. When the upper edge mode is not coupled to the lower edge mode 
via disorder, the eigenchannel time delay is then equivalent to the integral of intensity inside the 
sample, whose spectrum can be decomposed into a superposition of Lorentzian lines. The 
saturate ratio between the average eigenchannel time delay and the ballistic time in a long 
sample provides an index to describe the average spread of the edge mode in disordered case. 
The modes inside the bulk region determine the dynamics of signal transport. This work provides 
a way to analyze the bulk modes from the transmitted signal and can be generalized to the time-




Chapter 3 Photonic topological insulator 
1. Introduction 
Pseudo-spin and valley degrees of freedom (DOFs) engineered in photonic analogues of 
topological insulators (TI) provide potential approaches to optical encoding and robust signal 
transport. Here we observe a ballistic edge state whose spin-valley indices are locked to the 
direction of propagation along the interface between a valley photonic crystal and a meta-crystal 
emulating the quantum spin Hall effect. We demonstrate the inhibition of inter-valley scattering 
at a Y-junction formed at the interfaces between photonic TIs carrying different spin-valley 
Chern numbers. These results open up the possibility of using the valley DOF to control the flow 
of optical signals in 2D structures. 
Topological concepts have recently entered the realms of photonics. Topological states of light 
engineered in a variety of systems, from magnetic photonic crystals to silicon ring resonators and 
waveguide arrays, and across the electromagnetic spectrum, from the microwave to the optical 
domains, have been shown to exhibit fascinating phenomena such as robust guiding and quantum 
entanglement of photons60–68. These demonstrations and the great potential for photonics 
applications are spurring research in the optical domain.  
Graphene-like lattice has two energy degenerate points, labeled as valley, in reciprocal space. 
The interests about valley DOF for photon stem from the valleytronics that has shown capacity 
in generating fully valley-polarized currents. The valley DOF has recently gained prominence in 
condensed matter physics in the context of valleytronics (i.e. valley-locked electronic 
propagation) in a wide variety of materials69–73. Recently, the development of photonic TI 
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provides the opportunity to extend valleytronics to optics and find the photonic counterpart of 
valley operation, such as valley splitter and valley filter. The key point to manipulate valley DOF 
is breaking valley degeneracy. For instance, valley-dependent trigonal warping distortion in 
graphene bands can be mapped to photonic devices and achieve the beam splitter. In previous 
publications, it was suggested that the VPC could be created by lifting inversion symmetry, 
which provides a feasible way to realize photonic quantum valley Hall (QVH) effect.  
Conservation of the valley DOF under a broad class of perturbations74 makes it suitable for 
emulating photonic topological states and facilitates the design of valley Hall photonic 
topological insulators (VHTIs)74–80.  
In VHTIs, one considers a restricted topological phase of photons that is defined at only one of 
the two valleys and is characterized by a valley projected half-integer Chern numbers associated 
with the valley: 𝐶𝐾/𝐾
′
= ±1/2. Such a restricted topology is often sufficient and leads to edge 
states at the domain walls between parity conjugate VHTIs with opposite valley Chern number75. 
To distinguish such edge states from states of conventional electronic and photonic TIs, such 
edge states are also referred to as valley-Hall kink states81–85.  
The control of currents by manipulating the valley DOF has been successfully realized in novel 
electronic devices such as the valley splitter and the valley valve86–88. These developments have 
further stimulated the exploration of the valley DOF of photons. The interest in generating fully 
valley-polarized electromagnetic waves stems from potential applications in valley-based 
information encoding and processing89,90. However, in order to manipulate the valley DOF, it is 
necessary to properly break the valley degeneracy. For instance, a photonic valley splitter was 
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achieved by utilizing the valley-dependent trigonal warping distortion in graphene bands87,91. 
Previous publications have suggested that a valley photonic crystal (VPC) could be created by 
lifting inversion symmetry74,92. These results show that valleytronics may provide a practical 
approach for realizing a full control of photonic states in valley Hall systems.  
The development of photonic TIs opens up the possibility of extending valleytronics to optics 
where the valley DOF is combined with the pseudo-spin DOF responsible for the topological 
order. Although interest in the valley DOF in the context of topological photonics is increasing 
rapidly, the properties of such hybrid topological states combining valley-polarized waves with 
other synthetic degrees of freedoms in photonic TIs have not been realized experimentally. Here 
we demonstrate that the combination of valley and pseudo-spin degrees of freedom in one 
system enables unidirectional states along the interface of VPC and photonic TI93,94  with 
entangled valley and pseudo-spin degrees of freedom. Based on this property, we construct a 
spin-valley polarized splitter for the edge states, which can be used to rout signals in optical 





Figure 3-1. Schematic of the sample configuration. (a) Side view of the structure. (b) 
Arrangement of two crystalline regions with the two copper plates on top and bottom removed. 
Lattice constant 𝑎 =1.0890 cm (c, d) Unit cells of two crystals emulating the QSH and QVH 
effects. Dimensions of unit cells: 𝐻 =1.0890 cm, ℎ𝑐 =0.3580 cm, 𝑑𝑐=0.6215 cm, 𝑑0=0.3175 
cm, ℎ=0.5040 cm, 𝑔=0.0810 cm, 𝑙=0.5020 cm. (e,f) Berry curvatures of the triangular lattice 
(valley Hall crystal)  for TE mode in the valence band near the K and K’ points.  
 
2. Structure 
To create valley-polarized edge states confined to an interface, we juxtapose a VPC and a 
topological photonic crystal (upper region in Figs. 3-1a, b) possessing a complete topological 
band gap. The elements of the topological crystal are copper rods with concentric collars, as 
shown in Fig. 3-1c. The rods can be pushed to be in contact with one or the other of the bounding 
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copper plates or to lie between the plates. When the collar deviates from the midpoint between 
the plates, ơh symmetry is broken and a bandgap opens at Dirac points. Reducing ơh symmetry 
leads to coupling between transverse-electric-like (TE) and transverse-magnetic-like (TM) 
modes, in which the Ez and Hz components vanish, respectively. The eigenstates of the structure 
are then a mixture of TE and TM modes whose in- and out-of-phase combinations define 
pseudo-spin up and down states95,96. This rod-collar-lattice emulates the quantum spin Hall 
(QSH) effect97,98, with the bulk bands (with collars at the bottom, Fig. 3-1c) acquiring spin-
Chern numbers 𝐶↑↓ = ±0.5 in both the K and K’ sectors
95. 
The structure74 emulating the QVH effect is shown in the lower region of Fig. 3-1b. Copper 
triangular prism pairs with a gap between them (Fig. 3-1d) are arranged in a triangular lattice. A 
bandgap appears for this orientation of the triangles99, as shown in the bulk photonic band 
structure (Fig. S1 in Ref [93]). The dimensions of the triangular prisms are selected so that there 
is an appreciable overlap of the bandgap of the rod-collar-lattice and the triangle-lattice. As a 
result, electromagnetic waves propagating in the metawaveguide within this frequency range are 
confined to the interface and decay exponentially into the surrounding domains. A novel feature 
of this interface is that the edge states are spin-valley-polarized, providing an additional tool for 
guiding transport as compared to a trivial 1D channel.  
Unlike the rod-collar-lattice with bianisotropic response, the TE and TM modes in the triangular 
structure are decoupled owing to the ơh and C3 symmetry of the triangular prism75. The structure 
is designed so that TE and TM modes are degenerate near the K/K’ valleys. We can still define 
the pseudo-spin states following the previous definition. The triangular unit cell differs from a 
trivial photonic crystal in that it breaks inversion symmetry. This gives rise to different local 
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Chern numbers in the two valley sectors. The Berry curvature100,101 for the TE mode around the 
two valleys is shown in Figs. 3-1e-f. The local valley Chern numbers in the K/K’ sectors 
are⁡±0.5, while the global Chern number vanishes due to TR symmetry. Similar results are 
obtained for the TM mode as a result of the degeneracy of the TE and TM modes. These 
numerical results agree with the theoretical value obtained using the effective Hamiltonian 
method74. We note that rotating the triangular prisms by 180 deg reverses the valley Chern 
number for the TE/TM modes from CK/K’=±0.5 to CK/K’=∓0.575. The bulk-interface 
correspondence principle ensures the presence of edge states when there is a difference in the 
topological invariant across the interface102–104. As a result, the Chern number difference is (-
0.5)-0.5=-1 for the super-cell shown in Fig. 3-2a in the spin-down sector of the K valley. This 
corresponds to a backwards propagating spin-down state at the K valley. Similarly, a forward 
spin-up state exists at the K’ valley. These counter-propagating edge states are protected by TR 
symmetry and are immune to backscattering105,106 in the absence of a magnetic field and 
magnetic materials. 
3. Edge states and disorder effects 
As a first step, we demonstrate the existence of edge states by measuring the transmission 
spectrum. Measurements are performed for a zigzag cut of the crystal, as shown in Fig. 3-1b, 
because reflection of the edge state at the interface between the metawaveguides and air is 
inhibited in this case74. The source and detector dipoles are inserted vertically through small 
holes in the copper plate. A comparison of transmission spectra for a straight line and a path with 
a 60-deg turn (Fig. 3-4c) is shown in Fig. 3-2c. Although the intensity near the left edge of the 
bandgap (~20.3 GHz) decreases by 5 dB in the case of the bent path relative to the intensity for 
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the straight path, the signal at the middle of the bandgap is the same for both paths. The high-
transmission plateau inside the bandgap (shaded part in Fig. 3-2c) reflects the confinement of the 
edge state. This contrasts with a drop in transmission of ~15 dB in the pass band. In addition, the 
strong suppression of transmission in the bulk of the TI lattice and the lattice of triangles, which 
is seen in Fig. 3-2d, confirms that the observed transmission is due to the excitation of the edge 
state. This proves the robustness of the edge state encountering a bent path. Strong suppression 
of backscattering at a corner is a signature of topologically protected edge states and makes it 
possible to realize unidirectional electromagnetic transport along a complex path. 
We also measure the spectra of the two highest transmission eigenvalues 𝜏1/2 , which dominate 
transmission are shown in Fig.3-3a. In the experiment, weak or strong disorder is introduced by 
perturbing ten or twenty collars, respectively. The thick blue/red/green line represent, 
respectively, the largest eigenvalues for the pristine/weakly-disordered/strongly-disordered 
cases. The three thin lines show the corresponding second largest eigenvalues. The noise level is 
seen in Fig.3-3a to be approximately -45dB. The transmission of the edge mode remains constant 
in the face of weak disorder (red line) but is strongly suppressed in the case of strong disordered 
(green line). The averages of the spatial variation of the intensity profiles |u1|
2 and |v1|
2 are 
shown in Fig. 3-3b. Both are peaked around the interface between two domains. Away from the 
interface, the intensity of edge mode decays exponentially. 
Structural defects are inevitable in fabricated materials. Considering that the spin and valley 
indices of the states are locked to the transport direction, the edge state reflected at a turning 
point or at defects will experience both inter-valley mixing and spin flipping. Because of the 
large separation in momentum space between K and K’, it is reasonable to suppose that the 
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valley index is conserved to a high degree. Here, we focus on the spin-orbit coupling term 
𝐻𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑚𝐵𝑠?̂?𝜏?̂?𝜎?̂?, pushing rods to the opposite side will modulate   from 1 to -1. Two 
kinds of disorder are introduced in experiment: 1) collar is placed in the midway, so   is within -
1 and 1; 2) collar touches the opposite plate, which indicates a strong disorder with 1 = − . 
 
 
Figure 3-2. Edge states between valley-Hall and quantum spin-Hall domains. (a, b) Edge band 
diagram of a 40×1 supercell, with an interface between the rod-collar-lattice with collars contact 
the lower plate and triangle-lattice. There are two gapless edge states which correspond to 
pseudospin-up (↑, red line) and down (↓, blue line) states at the K’ and K points, respectively. 
The bandgap spans the frequency range from 20.3 GHz to 21.3 GHz. (c) Transmission spectra 
along the straight and bent paths. The shaded region indicates the bandgap. (d) Transmission 




The strength of backscattering and the conservation of valley in the presence of disorder can be 
determined from measurements of the delay time. The band structure (Fig. 3-2a) gives a nearly 
constant value of the group velocity across the band gap, 𝑣g =
𝜕𝜔
𝜕𝑘
  of 1.06 × 108⁡m/s. The group 
velocity can be extracted from the linear increase of the delay time with position along the 




where 𝜑⁡is the phase shift of the electric field between the source and detector, ω is the angular 
frequency, and x is the distance from the source. The average delay time 〈𝜏〉 is obtained from an 
average over seven configurations.  
 
Figure 3-3. Measurement of transmission and dwell time. a) Spectra of first and second largest 
transmission eigenvalues in one configuration. b) averaged spatial distribution of v1 and u1. v) 
Spectra of the first eigenchannel delay time in one configuration. 
 
The inverse of the slopes determined from the data in Fig. 3-4d for straight or bent paths are in 
agreement with the calculated group velocity. This demonstrates that the wave propagates 
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ballistically along the bent paths. When some of the collars are positioned between the two 
plates, the measured velocity is found to be 9.86 × 107⁡m/s, which is close to the value of 
1.04 × 108⁡m/s in the ordered sample. This shows that valley and spin are conserved on the 
scale of the meta-waveguide used in the experiment. However, when disorder is introduced by 
having the rods touch the opposite plate, the mean dwell time increases (green line in Fig. 3-4d) 
compared to the dwell time for the edge state of the ordered crystal. This indicates that the wave 
follows longer trajectories because of scattering (Fig. 3-4b) and the spin-valley indices are not 





Figure 3-4. Propagation in the presence of disorder. Ten randomly selected rods are pushed in a 
small region (red box) near the boundary in each random configuration. (a-c) Simulation results. 
(a) The collars on the pushed rods are not in contact with either copper plate. Waves passing 
through the disordered region continue to propagate in the forward direction. (b) The rods are 
moved so that the collars touch the opposite plate. The wave is strongly backscattered so that a 
speckle pattern develops due to interference. (c) Transmission profile in the bent path. (d) 
Experimental results. Comparison of the dwell times along the domain wall in four cases. The 
group velocity vg is the inverse of the slope when propagation is ballistic. Negative values of 
〈𝜏(𝜔, 𝑥)〉 indicate that the pulse is reshaped in the limit of zero bandwidth. 
 
4. Valley-dependent waveguiding 
For photonic communications, the valley DOF can be used to encode a binary logic, 0 and 1. A 
valley splitter will then play an important role in filtering signals by their binary state. To 
achieve such functionality, we incorporate three different domains in a single platform: lattices 
with collars up or down (collars in contact with the upper or lower plate) and a triangle-lattice. 
The resultant Y-junction provides a basis for realizing the valley splitter75,80. The wave is 
injected into port 1, as shown in Fig. 3-5a. Two spin-down states at both valleys (Ψ𝐾/𝐾′
↓ ) are 
supported along the transport direction in the channel between collars-up and collars-down 
lattices93, while each output channel of the Y-junction supports a only a single spin-down state in 
a single valley (𝜑𝐾/𝐾′
↓ ). According to the edge band diagram (Figs. 3-2a, b), the edge state 𝜑↓ is 
exactly at the K/K’ valley at 21 GHz. For the Ψ↓ state, this frequency should be 21.5 GHz (Fig. 2 
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in Ref.[93]). Since the pseudo-spin DOF does not determine the path here, the edge state will 
follow a path based on the valley polarization, provided that inter-valley scattering can be 
neglected at the Y-junction. To test this, we control the valley index of the source and compare 
the transmission spectra at the two outputs. In order to generate a single-valley signal at port 1, 
the wave first goes through a filter (a path segment between a rods-down lattice and a triangle-
lattice), so that all incoming modes are evanescent except for the edge mode. The valley of the 
input edge state can be altered by rotating the triangles 60 deg. (from Fig. 3-5b to 3-5d). In the 
case of Fig. 3-5b, the input mode carries K’ valley. The edge states from the intersection to port 
2/3 support K’/K valley, respectively. If the valley is conserved at the intersection point, the 
wave should only follow the path to port 2. As expected, we observe a drop in transmission of 
~10 dB around 21-21.5 GHz at port 3 (red line in Fig. 3-5c). As the frequency is shifted away 
from the 21-21.5 GHz range, the signal in port 3 remains small compared to the high 
transmission plateau of port 2 (blue line in Fig. 3-5c). This shows that the inhibition of inter-
valley scattering is strongest for the edge states exactly at K/K’, i.e. the waves largely maintain 
their original valley indices. To further demonstrate this, we conduct a contrast experiment. 
When the valley of the input signal is changed to K (Fig. 3-5d), we see a similar phenomenon 
with port 2 and 3 exchanging roles (Fig. 3-5e). The dip of the signal in port 2 around 21.2GHz is 
~30 dB lower than the signal in port 3, which shows the prohibition of transport in the path to 
port 2. Simulations carried out with COMSOL Multiphysics are in agreement with measurement. 
In this experiment, the path selected is purely decided by its valley property. Distinct valley 
signals are guided to different outputs with contrast of 20-30 dB. This indicates that the valley 





Figure 3-5. Topological Y-junction operating as valley filter with valley-splitting wave transport. 
(a) Schematic of the Y-junction formed by three domains. Energy is injected via port 1. Ports 2 
and 3 only support K’ and K-polarized waves, respectively. The spin down state is indicated by 
the subscript ↓. (b, d) The region in the red box functions as a beam filter that only passes signals 
carrying specific valley index. In (b), the triangles inside the red box are upright, so that the 𝜑𝐾′
↓  
state can propagate freely in the direction of the arrow. (d) When these triangles are inverted the 
beam filter only supports the 𝜑𝐾
↓  state. All transmission profiles are simulated at 21 GHz. (c, e) 
Comparison of experimental valley-dependent transmission from port 1 to ports 2 and 3. Light 
red and light blue shaded regions indicate the bandgap of the rod-triangle region and collars-up-





The experimental results presented here demonstrate the robustness of the edge states along the 
interface between QSH-like and QVH-like photonic crystals. Energy entering the system can 
move along a bent path without appreciable scattering or additional delay. The Y-junction 
integrated into such system can then serve as a fault-tolerant valley splitter. While previous bulk 
valley splitters87,92  could only steer valley-polarized waves in fixed directions (such as the Γ𝐾 or 
Γ𝐾′ directions), the Y-junction demonstrated here is reconfigurable and the shape of the edge can 








Chapter 4 Cavity-induced backscattering in a two-dimensional photonic 
topological system  
 
Topological protection of transmission has been demonstrated in the edge channel in topological 
insulators in the face of bent paths and on-site randomness in the structure. Microwave 
measurements and couple-mode theory of a topological medium possessing time-reversal 
symmetry with a cavity adjacent to the edge channel show that spin is not conserved in scattering 
from the defect and that the transmission time is negative near resonance with the defect. Here 
we consider the impact of local disorder in a TI108. 
1. Introduction 
Recent progress in the study of photonic topological structures has opened new possibilities for 
robust wave transport from microwave to optical frequencies 60,109. Unimpeded transport through 
edge states has been demonstrated along paths on the boundary between topological and trivial 
domains with different topological invariants when the path is bent and when it is surrounded by 
distributed defects 104. 
Several structures have been proposed to emulate the quantum spin Hall (QSH) effect and test 
the robustness of edge modes. Hafezi et al. 110–112 propose a network of coupled optical ring 
resonator waveguides in which the pseudo-spin corresponds to clockwise and counterclockwise 
circulation in the ring. They showed in optical experiments and numerical simulations that 
transmission through the edge mode remains near unity in the face of random fluctuations in the 
frequencies of ring resonators comprising the system as the system size increases. QSH-like 
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topological insulators (TIs) were also realized in bi-anisotropic metamaterials 93,95. The measured 
transmission time of edge modes averaged over disorder is consistent with ballistic propagation 
113.  
In addition to perfect transmission, the ability to control the transmission time in paths within the 
TI could be important in many applications such as optical buffer and signal processing 114. The 
time delay can be modified by either creating localized modes inside the bulk region 115–117 by 
introducing disorder, by changing the length of the boundary line between domains by 
introducing bends in the boundary line, or by gradually changing the lattice parameter away from 
the edge so that the edge mode falls off more slowly into the bulk 118. The impact of defects is 
also of interest because of inevitable disorder introduced in the fabrication of a topological 
structure, which may produce discrete modes in the vicinity of the edge. Several different types 
of disorder have been considered, including highly-correlated disordered crystals 119 and random 
fluctuations in onsite energy 120. An immediate question is whether unidirectional propagation of 
edge mode is maintained when a defect cavity covering several lattice sites and supporting 
several modes within the bulk bandgap is introduced near the domain edge. This is of interest 
because it is possible to engineer the defect and its proximity to the edge to slow down the edge 
mode by coupling to such states at selected frequencies.  
The magnitude and phase of the field transmitted through a continuum channel coupled to a 
discrete mode have the characteristics of a Fano resonance. The Fano resonance was first 
proposed to explain the asymmetric spectrum of the electron-molecule scattering cross section 26 
arising from the interference between the freely propagating continuum of electron states and the 
discrete autoionized state. This phenomenon can be extended to classical interference between a 
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discrete state with narrow linewidth and a broad continuum. The sharp dip in transmission in a 
Fano resonance has many applications in photonic crystal waveguide structures such as an 
optical switch from complete transmission to complete reflection 121.  Here we observe a Fano 
resonance in a non-trivial photonic crystal between the edge mode and several discrete modes of 
an adjacent cavity within the bandgap. We will analyze the observed spectrum using coupled-
mode theory. Understanding the coupling between the edge mode and modes of a cavity is the 
first step in tailoring transport in TIs via cavity modes 112,122. 
In an electronic TI with TR symmetry, Kramers theorem ensures the decoupling of a single pair 
of helical edge states 123. Previous theoretical, numerical, and experimental studies show that 
spin flipping in a photonic system is inhibited, and reflection is suppressed. Although the effect 
of point defects and bent path have been discussed, the effect of a large cavity near the edge 
channel on the reflection rate has not been previously been studied experimentally. 
 In this work, we measure microwave propagation in a QSH TI in which a single defect cavity is 
introduced at different distances from the edge. We extract the reflection through a fit of an 
analytical model of the Fano resonance of the continuum edge mode and cavity modes to 




Figure 4-1. Schematic diagram of the structure. (a) Structure without the upper plate. The red 
arrow indicates the direction of flow of the incident wave. The blue and orange points are the 
positions of two detectors located within the cavity and at the output of the sample, respectively. 
The sample parameters are given in previous chapter. The real structure contains 15 layers of 
triangular prisms and 25 layers of rods. (b) Band structure of edge mode. The bulk bandgap 
extends from 20.3 to 21.3GHz. (c) Schematic of coupled-resonator model. K1/K2 is the coupling 
coefficient between the cavity mode and the left/right side of the edge channel. Kint denotes the 




2. Coupled-mode theory  
To analyze the measured transmission spectrum and relate it to the narrow-bandwidth modes 
inside the system, we apply coupled-mode theory. This model treats the propagation of waves in 
a sample with a continuum channel and multiple modes and internal loss in the cavity46,124. The 
complex field of the nth mode an with central frequency n , 𝑎𝑛 ∝ 𝑒
−𝑖𝜔𝑡 evolves as  
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 is the scattering matrix directly through the continuum state,
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1n , 2n , intn denote the decay rates of the n
th cavity mode due to coupling to the left and right 
and internal loss, respectively. K and D are the coupling matrices between discrete modes and 
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where tot 1 2 intn n n n =  + +  is the total linewidth of n
th mode. 
3. Experimental results and spectral analysis  
To determine the linewidth and central frequency of the cavity modes, we measure the spectrum 
of the field inside the cavity. The source is far from the cavity. Only spin-up-polarized light can 
propagate along the edge and interact with the cavity mode.  The spin-down component decays 
evanescently along the edge. The probe is placed at the upper-left corner of the cavity, which is 
indicated by the blue point in Fig. 4-1a. The position of the probe relative to the cavity is fixed in 
measurements in which the separation of the cavity from the boundary line is changed. The 
results for separations between the cavity and boundary of 1, 3, 5, and 7 layers are shown in Fig. 
4-2. The red curves in the upper panels of Figs. 4-2a-d are the measured signals. The blue dotted 












 . (4.3) 
Here nV describes the coupling between the modes of the cavity and the edge mode, which 
depends on the detector position and field distributions in the cavity modes. 
The parameters n  and totn  are obtained from the modal decomposition of the spectrum using 
the method of harmonic inversion 48. The blue dotted curves in the upper panels of Figs. 4-2a-d 
show the fit to the red curves of the measured spectra. The lower panels in these figures show the 
contribution of the individual modes between 19.5 and 22.5 GHz. The coupling strength 
decreases when the cavity is moved further from the edge. Table 4-1 lists the complex central 
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frequency totn ni −  extracted from the measurements in the range from 20.3 to 21.3 GHz. The 
absolute value of the imaginary part of the frequency is the half linewidth of mode. The first 
column gives the eigenfrequencies of isolated cavity modes found using COMSOL Mode Solver. 
Intensity patterns of these eigenmodes are shown in Fig. 4-2e. 
  
Figure 4-2. Measurement of cavity modes. (a~d) Upper panel: The red curve is the measured 
spectrum, the blue dotted curve is the fit to the data based on the harmonic inversion method.  
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The bandgap is indicated by the shaded region. Lower panel: The contribution of each of the 
quasi-normal modes. The distances between the cavity and the boundary line is 1/3/5/7 layers in 
a-d, respectively. (e) Numerical calculation of the cavity eigenmodes within the bulk of the 
sample isolated from the edge. From left to right, the modes correspond to the six numeric 




 a b c d 
1 20.376 20.397-0.014i 20.397-0.039i 20.364-0.0237i 20.376-0.0054i 
2 20.502 20.464-0.0268i 20.478-0.0251i 20.488-0.0247i 20.481-0.0253i 
3 20.571 20.707-0.0187i 20.616-0.0305i 20.716-0.0336i 20.587-0.0199i 
4 20.572 20.812-0.0217i 20.812-0.0243i 20.811-0.0262i  
5 21.043 20.922-0.028i 20.931-0.0248i 20.932-0.0284i 20.939-0.0198i 
6 21.046 21.046-0.0207i 21.053-0.0164i 21.027-0.0488i 21.052-0.0184i 
Table 4-1. The complex central frequency totn ni −  of modes extracted from measurement 
The 1st/2nd/5th/6th eigenmodes are observed in measurements. No mode is found in experiments 
that is centered near the frequencies of the 3rd/4th mode of an isolated cavity. We also measured 
spectra at other positions within the defect but did not observe an evident signal at the frequency 
of the 3rd/4th cavity mode. These two modes are more extended spatially than the others and 
overlap more strongly with the edge. These modes may therefore be shifted and broadened more 
than the other modes and they may correspond to other peaks. They may not be seen in Fig. 4-2d 
because the signal is smaller than in Figs. 4-2a-c.    
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Spectra of the intensity transmission coefficient and the phase shift are shown in Figs. 4-3a, b. 
An abrupt phase change of -0.6  rad is observed at 21.06 GHz. The intensity is near zero at this 
point, as expected for a Fano resonance. The mode analysis described above shows that the 
transmission spectrum is the result of the interference between the edge mode and the cavity 
mode at 20.922-0.028i GHz. The small neighboring peaks are due to nearby modes.  
Figure 4-3. Transmission spectra. Spectra of (a) Transmission coefficient and (b) phase at the 
edge on the output surface. The blue and red curves indicate the measured and analytical results, 
respectively. (c, d) Representations in the complex plane of individual modal contributions at the 
frequencies indicated by arrows c and d in (a). The orange vector indicates the edge channel, 
while the blue/red/green vectors correspond to the modes represented by the blue/red/green 
dashed lines at around 21GHz in the lower panel of Fig. 4-2a.  
 
We first consider the case of a single localized mode and simplify Eq. (4.2) to  
𝜏 = 𝑡 +
2√𝛤1𝛤2
𝑖(𝜔0 − 𝜔) + 𝛤tot
𝑒𝑖𝜑. (4. 4) 
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The subscript n is omitted and 𝜑 is the phase difference between the resonant term and the direct 
coupling term, t, which can be taken to be a constant real number in the narrow frequency range 
near the resonance 
Since the scattering matrix is not unitary in a dissipative system, another constraint is needed to 
determine φ. Yoon et al. treat the quasi-reversibility 47 of the scattering matrix as follows: in a 
dissipative system, 
losss S s− += . From Eq. (4.1) we obtain







− + + +
. 
In the case of time reversal, 
*
s+  will be scattered to 
*
s− , while the internal loss is replaced by 
gain, so that
* *
gains S s+ −= . By replacing int with int− , we obtain 







− + + −
. Since * 1
loss gainS S
−= , this relation uniquely determines the 
phase difference between the edge mode term t and resonance term in Eq. (4.4), and yields 47 
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜑 = −
(𝛤1 + 𝛤2)𝑡
2√𝛤1𝛤2
. (4. 5) 
The transmission spectrum reflecting the interference between a continuum state and a single 














26, with the normalized frequency, 
0( ) /  = −  , 0  is the central frequency,   is the decay rate of energy in the resonant 
mode, and q is the shape parameter determined by the coupling between resonant and non-
resonant modes. q is obtained from the frequency difference between the central frequency of the 
discrete mode and the zero-intensity point in the transmission spectrum. The value of t is 
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estimated from the peak signal
2 2
max ( 1)T t q= + . The final analytical fit is shown in Figs. 4-3a, b. 
Without loss, the phase change would be -  and the transmission would vanish. In the 
measurement, the phase change is affected by internal dissipation and by the presence of other 
modes.  The data is fit using three cavity modes at 20.812/20.922/21.046 GHz in the model. The 
contribution of each mode at the peak and valley of the signal is shown in Figs. 4-3c, d. The edge 
mode and resonance mode interfere destructively at the minimum in intensity. The analytical 
results ignore the nearby modes, so that the phase at the two ends of spectrum does not align 
with the measurement.  
We consider the quasi-normal mode at 20.922 GHz. It should be noticed that the parameters 
obtained in the fit are not uniquely determined, however, 1 cannot be zero. Comparing Eq. (4.4) 















1 1 ( 1)
2
q t− − +


~ 0.3. We conclude that at least 30 percent 
of the linewidth of the cavity mode is due to coupling to the backward channel 1s − . Since the 
forward and backward channels only support the spin-up-polarized and spin-down-polarized 





 indicates that the cavity is coupled to backward as 
well as the forward edge channels and pseudo-spin polarization is not conserved for the 
electromagnetic interaction with the cavity. Based on the Hamiltonian approximation mentioned 
previously, the disorder introduced here is proportional to 
zs , so that this kind of disorder should 
not mix the spin up and spin down states. We might expect spin flipping to be inhibited when the 
disorder has TR symmetry. However, in the experiment, the Dirac cone is at 21 GHz and a 
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bandgap of ~1 GHz is opened. This bandgap is not a small perturbation, and we cannot 
determine the extent to which this approximation is valid. Our measurements show this 
Hamiltonian approximation does not work well over the entire bandgap in the presence of a large 
resonant cavity. Spin coupling is not negligible.  
 
Figure 4-4. Reflection induced by cavity. a) Simulations of the intensity distribution of the wave 
at 21.02 GHz. The region of cavity is between 0.2 m and 0.25 m. b) The phase change along 




The reflection of an edge mode is demonstrated in COMSOL simulations. The intensity 
distribution in the metacrystal at 21.02 GHz, which is on-resonance with 5th mode, is shown in 
Fig. 4-4a. The intensity is stronger in front of the cavity than behind as a result of the reflection 
of the wave propagating along the domain wall towards the cavity. To further demonstrate the 
reflection of the wave, we plot the phase of Ez along the boundary line in Fig. 4-4b. The cavity 
lies at a distance of between 0.2 m and 0.25 m from the input. For x>0.25 m, the phase change 
increases linearly, indicating a forward propagating wave.  In contrast, the wave in front of the 
cavity is modulated with a period of one half the wavelength as a result of the interference of the 
incident and reflected waves.  
A simulation of the phase difference between Ez and Bz along the boundary is plotted in Fig. 4-
4c. The forward/backward edge mode corresponds to spin-up/spin-down states, which are the 
bonding/antibonding combinations of the TE and TM modes. The phase difference between Ez 
and Bz for the forward/backward edge mode is 0/𝜋. The phase difference is seen in Fig. 4-4c to 
oscillate between -⁡𝜋/3 and 𝜋/3 before the cavity due to interference. After the cavity, the phase 
difference between Ez and Bz is 0, corresponding to a forward propagating mode. 
 
The delay time in transmission at a given frequency is the delay of a pulse in the limit of 
diverging pulse length and vanishing bandwidth. It is equal to the derivative of the phase of the 
transmitted field with angular frequency /d d  . The negative phase derivative at the zero-




4. Generalization to system without TR symmetry 
The analysis of the transmission spectrum shows that reflection is present in this TI system. 
However, transmission along the edge can be robust in a nonreciprocal system, as it is for the 
chiral edge state in a gyromagnetic photonic crystal 127–129. We now consider the Fano resonance 
in a sample which only supports the forward channel.  
In the case of a single discrete mode, the matrix D in Eq. (4.1) becomes the outgoing coupling 
coefficient d while K becomes the incoming coupling coefficient k. Mann et al. 130 demonstrate 
that *td k= − for a nonreciprocal system. Equation (4.2) can be rewritten to give 131 
𝜏 = 𝑡 +
𝑑𝑘
𝑖(𝜔0 − 𝜔) + 𝛤tot
= 𝑡 (1 −
2𝛤𝑟𝑎𝑑
𝑖(𝜔0 − 𝜔) + 𝛤tot
) = 𝑡 (1 −
2𝜂
1 − 𝑖𝛿

















Figure 4-5. Transmission through a nonreciprocal system. (a) General complex representation of 
transmission. (b) Complex representation for three cases with  =1/0.5/0.3 with phase variation 
as shown in (c). The arrow represents the direction of increasing . (d) Tight binding simulation. 
The blue line is the phase change of the transmitted field. Two discrete modes are excited. The 
inset shows the intensity distribution at the two energies indicated by the red dots. 
 
The complex representation of  is a circle centered at ((1 ) ,0)t−  with radius t , as shown in 
Fig. 4-5a. As shown in Figs. 4-5b,c, the circle crosses the origin when 0.5 = , and there is an 
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abrupt phase change of − . For 0.5  , the phase increases by 2𝜋 through the mode. In 
contrast, the phase derivative will be negative for 0.5  as shown in the green curve in Fig. 4-
5c. 





⟨𝑖𝑗⟩ 𝑡𝑐𝑗 +∑ 𝑐𝑖
†
⟨⟨𝑖𝑗⟩⟩ 𝑖𝜆𝑆𝑂𝜈𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑗, for onsite energy⁡ λi=4, nearest-neighbor hopping 𝑡 = −1, and 
spin-obit coupling strength 𝜆𝑆𝑂 = 0.1. Inside the cavity,⁡𝜆𝑆𝑂 = −0.1.⁡𝜈𝑖𝑗 = ±1. The effect of a 
cavity was emulated in the lossless system ( 1 = ) following the Haldane model 54. Numerical 
results are obtained using the open-source package Kwant 45. The transmission coefficient is 
unity since there is no backward propagating channel. We therefore focus on the phase change. 
The phase variation of the transmitted field is shown in Fig. 4-5d. The phase increases by 2𝜋 
twice, once gradually between 4.322 and 4.33 and once sharply near 4.334, indicating that the 
cavity supports two modes within this frequency range. The speckle patterns at the central 
frequencies of these two modes are plotted in the inset. In this case, we find the phase derivative 
equals the integral of the intensity over the sample for unit incident flux from the left divided by 
2𝜋, so that DOS is proportional to the intensity integral. 
 
5. Conclusion  
We have observed a Fano resonance between a continuum edge mode and an extended defect in 
a time-reversal-invariant TI meta-crystal. In contrast to previous work, in which the edge state 
resisted spin flipping in the presence of point defects, the defect flips a spin and the wave can be 
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backscattered 93,132. The transmission time near resonance increases at a rate reflecting the energy 
inside the system. In the present work, we find backscattering induced by an extended cavity, 
which accounts for 30% of the linewidth of the cavity mode. Thus, it is not possible to increase 
the transport time while maintaining perfect transmission in a bi-anisotropic structure with TR 
symmetry by introducing a cavity. This design can be used as a narrow-band filter for the 
transmitted signal along the edge in the TI whose complex frequency can be adjusted by the 
structure of the cavity,  the dissipation rate, and the distance to the edge. The same cavity design 
can be utilized in systems without reciprocity to produce narrow peaks in delay time without 
backscattering. Based on the coupled-mode theory, the phase change is positive as long as the 
decay rate due to internal dissipation is smaller than the coupling rate between the edge and 
cavity. Transmitted pulses can be modified and the time delay lengthened by introducing a cavity 
in a nonreciprocal system. This work points the way towards a broader class of disordered TI 
systems in which the edge mode is coupled to extended defects along the length of the edge. The 






1. Alternative derivation of LDOS in lossless system  
Start from Eq. (1.38) †2 effS I iW G W= − , in the lossless system, since 
†SS I= , we get 
 † † †( 2 )( 2 )eff effI iW G W I iW G W I − + = . (S1) 
Simplify this equation gives † † † † †( ) 2eff eff eff effW G G W iW G WW G W− = . This relation always 
holds in unitary system so that  
 † †
1
Im( )eff eff effG G WW G

− = . (S2) 
Notice that Eq. (1.35) gives the field inside the scattering region 
 1( )eff EQ E H Wu
−= − , (S3) 
where, Eu is the normalized incident wave and Q is the field projected onto the subspace of 
scattering media. Thus,  
 † †
1
( ) Im( )eff eff effQ Q Tr G WW G Tr G 

= = − . (S4) 
Eq. (S4) explains why the LDOS can be obtained by taking the summation of intensity excited 
by all left and right-side channels in quasi-1D system. In a non-unitary system, a more general 





2. Alternative derivation of det(t) 










where 𝐾 = 𝑊†
1
𝐸−𝐻𝑖𝑛
𝑊. Matrix 𝑊 = [𝑊1 𝑊2], where 𝑊1/2 is an 𝑀 ×𝑁 matrix coupling the 
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The inverse of block matrix I iK+ is 
 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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1 1 1 1 1
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Plugging Eqs. (S7,8) into Eq. (S5) gives the expression of transmission matrix 
 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1 1
( ) ( ) 2( )
2( ) 2 ( ) .
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 (S9) 
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The second “=” makes use of 
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The first equality makes use of det( ) det( )m m n n m n n m m nI A B I B A   + = + . 
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3. Equivalence of the transmission matrix and Green’s function in the DOS 
We first rewrite the Fisher-lee relation in the matrix form, transmission matrix 
 †
o it i D G D = . (S13) 
We will take to equal 1, in which case the results also fully apply to classical waves. i will be 




1 2( , , )nD diag v v v=  is the velocity matrix of 
channels supported by lead. oD / iD represents the velocity matrix at output/input. We carry out 
the singular value decomposition for both Green’s function and transmission matrix
†
G G GG U V=  , 
†
t t tt U V=  . 
Construct 1T  and 2T  so that 
†
1t o GU D U T=  and 
† † †
2t G iV T V D= . 
†
1 2G tT T =  . 
†
t tU U I= gives
† † †
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 (S14) 
In the second line, we make use of 𝑇𝑟(𝐴𝐵) = 𝑇𝑟(𝐵𝐴). In the third line, the first term is 
discarded because oD is a real matrix. 
1
1T
− is left inverse of 1T . 𝜒
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Finally, we reach the result 
 † † † †Im ( ) Im ( )t t G Gt t G G
dU dV dU dV
Tr U V Tr U V
d d d d   
− = − . (S16) 
 
4. Methods in photonic TI 
The Berry curvature is calculated using the numerical eigenstates obtained with use of the 
COMSOL RF module. We apply Floquet periodic boundary conditions on the unit cell and 
sweep the k-space under COMSOL eigenfrequency sector. The Berry curvature is given by Ω𝑣 =
∇𝑘 × 𝐴𝑣 , where 𝐴𝑣 = −𝑖⟨𝐄𝑣(𝑘)|∇𝑘𝐄𝑣(𝑘)⟩, with subscript 𝑣 representing either valleys K or K’, 
and 𝐄𝑣(𝑘) represents the 𝑣-th eigenstate of the TE/TM band.  
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To obtain the edge bands between QSH and QVH domains, we consider a 40×1 supercell with 
Floquet periodic boundary, whose upper half is rod and whose lower half is a pair of triangular 
prisms. Kx is scanned from –𝜋/a to 𝜋/a with 121 steps. 20 eigenfrequency points around 21 GHz 
are calculated. Frequency points corresponding to edge states at the upper/lower edge of 
supercell are removed. 
The numeric transmission profiles in Figs. 3-4,5 are obtained using the COMSOL frequency 
sector at 21 GHz. The boundary conditions are a perfectly matched layer as in Figs. 3-4a-c and a 
second-order scattering boundary in Figs. 3-5b, d. 
Spectra of the field transmission coefficient were taken using an Agilent PNA-X Network 
Analyzer. The source dipole is connected to the vector network analyzer via a power amplifier. 
Two sets of holes are drilled on the copper plates. One set with diameter of 1.1 mm is for the 
insertion of an antenna, the other, with diameter of 3.3 mm is for fixing the position of the rod 
and triangular prisms. The triangular prisms are fixed by screws so that they can be rotated. Both 
source and detector antennas are inserted to a depth of approximately 8mm depth into the small 
holes in the copper plate. Since the wave intensity oscillates along the interface, we average 
measurements of intensity over 20 points in a small region near the source and the output using 5 
successive points on 4 parallel lines near the boundary. We apply a moving average to the 
transmission spectra to smooth out fluctuations. Each frequency point is replaced by the average 
value of the 15 nearest data points corresponding to a frequency interval of 3.75 MHz.  
The phase of the electric field is calibrated by subtracting the measured phase from the phase 
measured when the source and detector antennas are placed near each other in air. The spectral 
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derivative of the phase, 
𝑑𝜑
𝑑𝜔
, is obtained from the average value of  
Δ𝜑
Δ𝜔
  over the bandgap 
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